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;:::~:bus~t~yJ:)Y the_studef1tsot'ithoOOCcile9~ 
·October 30, 1975 
VoJ. 49 /No.10 -
Ithaca College 
Ithaca , New York. 
-~, ... . ' - ' -----~- . -
To Hi~ber-Education . -cc 
-.: :·comm·i_ss·ion Report Calls 
For· Eq-~alizat-i-~n- Of:State __ Aid 
~-A - special. report by,- the measures-be ~opted~ sµibilize 
Regents 'Advisory Commission ~ tuition rates, to maintain . 
on the : Financial Problems or and subsida.e low tuition at 
P~ndary Institut~ns was P.Ub_lic ilistitutio~· and moderate 
presen~ · ,to . the ~ Board or · tuition afprivate.institutions and 
Regents. Thtµ'Sday with a list of guarantee continued access for 
procedural _recommendations for the economically and education-
consistent and equitable treat- · ally disadvantaged. 
ment 'of New.York State colleges ·· "Non~public institutions 
encountering financial problems. must find, ways, assisted by 
At the ~e time; the 200-page governments, to stabilize tuition 
report calls for stat.ewide finan. · rates and rates of increase," 
cing policies based on "fair - states the Commission report. 
treatment" for both public and The study suggests that ·tuition 
priva~ institutions. · _E tR• h . 
- The_ one-year, s~udy by the - q o a I a t S: 
16-membeF Conurussion was pre- . _ fit 
charges of the various commun,· 
ity _colleges be --based on .some 
common criteria and insofar as 
possible, equalized. "The tuition 
and fee policies of th~ State and · 
City -Universities should also be-
. based upon common criteria with 
the objective-.,_of having tuition 
charges and income covering a 
ce~fo percentage of the-operat-
ing costs of the institutions," 
states.-the report. The Commis-
sion says _that the Regents, in 
[continued on page 12] 
sented by its chairman, Nathan 
M. Pusey, President Emeritus of 
Harvard University. Tl)e.special 
advisory panel was appointed by 
the Board of Regents last Fall. 
A New.-ERA May Begin- Tuesday. 
Fair Treatment 
What the Equal . Rights 
Amendment (ERA) will do is 
"E.quality of rights under shift the burden of proof in 
the law shall not be denied or discrimination cases. from the 
Consistent -with iis call for abridged by the State of New individual woman to the New 
- "fair treatment" for all New York York of any subdivision thereof York State government, ensur-
coli~ges, the Commission be- ·on account of sex:" ing that women and men receive 
Jieves the State should adopt That is the declarative text equal justice in the courts. It will 
policies to r~duce the differences of the Equal Rights Amendment make unconstitutional any law of 
in net costs to students attending to the New York Sta~ Constitu- the State, county, or municipali-
p1,1blic and° .private . colleges. . tion which will appear on' the fy that discriminates against 
By Cindy S~wartz 
They suggest this can be-~com- ballot for: -voters Jo , ra~ify or . ei~lier: s~~- . , _ .. 
plished by continueq review of _ · reject on Election Day, Noveni: · · Some people believe that· the ' 
the . State's ·Tµi~i!,l~. Ass~nce · ber 4th. . - ERA might jeopardize. som.c .of ,. 
Progran;t_ (TAP) ind adjustments ·. Several other law.':! · have the -~ial;-.p~t~tiQn ,th;it the · 
in the grant formula to minimize !:ieen passed in the . past decade laws now provide for. women. 
differeru:es in ··net tuition ·-costs ' that guar~tee tl,te rig~ts of Th~re are claims made .by 
borne by stud~nts. ..Market. women; yet it l!! felt by· many resistors of the- ERA that laws-
forees · will be more broadly and that these laws have ,not been- regarding alimony, child custo-
equitably at work.in ~hat"student effective in outlawing discrimi- dy, divorces, ..support require-
choices will n·o.longer be-strongly . nation against women. The Civil ments aµ_d other provisions re-
, influenced by differences in Rights Act of 1964 was supposed _garding wo~en's rights w!-11 be 
prices • in costs to them," states to be.all the legtslation needed to. done away with, to the detriment. 
the ColJlmission report. end discrimination in this coun- of women, ·and th_at · the passage 
'_fhe -report ·furt~er points try. The, Equal EmploY!!}ent · 'of.. t~e ERA could invalidate 
out that a "fair treatment" policy OpportQnities Act and the Edu- existmg laws that protect women 
would mean that both the public cation Amendments of 1972 were from ·strenuous ·and dangerous. 
and . private sect~rs would re- tc:, provide '. wo~et1 with equal jobs_ in in.dustry. _ 
ceive equal opportunity to serve · _ opp~rtunities in education and ... ';['here are man_y ~yth~ 
the pul>lic with new high priority the field of emplo~ent. The caused _by lack o! mformat1on 
programs,·and that no institution - Equal Credit Opportunity Act of about the Equal Rights A!11end-
·would· receive special State aid 1974·made it easier for: ~omen to n:i~nt that are curr~ntly circ:ula-
without the same aid being made get credit, yet was only another ting. The ERA wont change the 
available to alf other institutions step in giying woment he same 
in the State. It is suggested that rights as men. · · [continued an page SJ 
IC Mourns Student's Death~· 
Time passes·on ..._ 
like a river that must al.ways run 
Now you are gone 
but we will have you till time is done 
You can never take away 
'The .love you gave us yesterday 
Cause.you're here in our memor!J. 
. .. " / ·v· ..;,.- . Orl.eans 
·· ·ByM~tfGottnan ·'.·-·· . ·d~ply mourns the,deathi!_l. thei 
. family, for their love for him w 
He was excited about this not ·solely as their brother, an 
year .. "You got to believe'\ were excellent competitor, but as an 
his words ·about life an·d every- outstapding human being. 
thing_- he di°d. Everyone in 'the A Health Administration 
community would have liked to major, Mjchael was an admired 
have· been his friend, for . hi!' member of the football team for 
peacefullness left you content. four years. As a freshman, he 
His untimely death was a great played on the undefeated 1972 
Joss-to all. J. V .'s squad; his remaining three 
Michael Bond, defensive years he played on varsity. He 
back for the Ithaca College was proud to be a.member _of the 
Bombers, died in an automobile family and had great hopes that 
accident this past Monday on the team would return to Alaba-
route 34 in Lansing.- He was on ma this year. "When we came 
his way to practice when his car back for_ football t~is year, 
bit a truck head-on. , - Michael was the hardest worker 
Michael was well liked and on the team. He_ wanted us to 
respected by· the · college ·com;- return to Alabama more than 
m'\)nity-. : The foot~all team continued on page 13 
By Jon Choate Arts and a Friday. night swim-
ming exhibition · in the Hill 
Th~ weekend · ~arks the . Physical Education ,Center. . 
eighth annual Parents Weekend Oth~r activites fer the 3,000 
here at Ithaca·:eoliege. Airionth · peopl~ -expected to arrive· on 
those-events seheduled for Mom . campus-include· a F~t,Find~r·s 
and Dad are two performanees of ·_ pfonic 'Saturday noon, followed. 
_Bombe'r's pigski1,1._ acti.9n, there bP. ~ktails . and dinner by . 
will. be a Fall Fest in the reservation in 'the Terrace Din-
Crossroads Coffeehouse; giving . in~ Hall, a COmmunications-
parents and students a ctiance to banqu_et to be held at Cornell, 
relax with old ··friends or meet._ and a Prama-Speech social hour. 
new.ones.-.---; Also ... included 1n the "grand 
. - Capping -off the weekend finale'.' IS .. liye music, beer and 
will be a series of dinners dancing. Saturday evening from 
Satur·day evening. Besid~s the 9:30-PM ·until 1:00 AM in the 
Registration for parents will 
ht• held ~rom noon to 9 PM on 
Friday and from 9 AM until 5 PM 
on 8aturday. Registration takes 
. ' 
place in. the lohhy · of the 
Dillingham Center for. .thP Per-
forming Arts. --Garson Ka.Din's- Smash ·Comedy·: by a football game -against 
"Born. Yesteiday:":in'the Dilling-. Hobru:t. For ~hose who i>~~er an 
. ham .Center for _the Perfoi'ining . ice-cold _brew_ or soft drink .to usual cafeteria f!leals, there -will . Uni()R Cafeteria. ,; : -
Va_J_Jevil/e· To-Kick .Off Serlinl{ Bene/it 
Vaudeville will return to Matthau and George Burns. Tfie shine Boys" will have its benefit 
downtown Ithah's State Theatre. film has .been obtained through premiere at the theatre .. 
on Tuesday; Novembe_r.18. At the courtesy ·or United Artists The movie will onl:'t, be 
· \ . 11:00 a:m. on-November 7 r- 1975, Corporation. shown once at 7:30 p.m., and all 
_ ~ :. a-uditions.· for:, __ comedy~- musical,, "Talent Scouts" from Ithaca proceeds·wilrhelp start the Rod 
~ and n_ovelty acts will be held on College wih be looking· for such Serling Professorship F11nd. _ 
· _ \ _ the S01,1nd·Stage·of"the Dilling- unusual acts as jugglers on Tickets are . $10 for_ general 
_ 'I :. ·r -· . _ . : ) · ham Center for. the Performing uni_cy~tes, tap · dancers, ·exotic admission, $5 for students, and ff·. . . . i .. : .. Art~ (G42) .. · · - -· .. : . -! : dancers,-tal~ing dogs. tire eat- $20 for patro~s. .This- donation 
·\ ·,( : · \-. -~ _·Theauditions·have.beenset ·ei:s,·swordswallowers,etc .. · includesabuffet;_dinner..following 
. . .. :, . .. · _ . : ·_· ·· · / J.:_:. ,~ to.provide talerit ·ror tlie---"Gr~nd The--"Sun~hine Boys_ Revue" the film. . 
.. ;:.;:_: ... _·_:i.,, .•. , .. ,..- · .· :·: "·-.:.. 11_(-··_. ·· ,\.'-"· .. ·-, .• :V.audeville~'~e:vl!e'~-'~~ich. -will will-be· presented -beginni~g at The professorship fund will 
_ . ·.,.:,· ,,. ;, . •.:, . ·."'.: .... - . _,. ..·. ·: -. · · ·. . . · . . . . . r · ' kick off.the ,',Rod Serhn_g:Profes- 6:30 p.m. on November 18 m_ the enable the Commuications school 
\\'.~,~~1r: -. · ·. :-· . {;, , .. :. : . ~' .. .-.,'.·· ·. · .... _.;-.:.-,·;,;:. '· : .'-~· .. :~ sorship.-·Fund's ··Benefit :Pretn!· Lobby-·of .itl'ie State Theatre. to invite visiting profes~ors with 
·-:,:.:.:.~-~-1,\~,lfA,RJ ·!:T:S.:'fJR~~T~:,~al(ENI?,!:·~-;,. · .. , .. __ · .. : · ·. ~re,·: of Neil.~inj~\''The Sµ~~ ._Fo]Jo~iQg the_ show, the·. Ray - . . 
--.-;:tPr:-t~:t',\ ::·.•,'. :_:;:_~_;\_tY ·_ , )I .•.. '\ '._c> • ·z:_~r~::;_·~:?;._ .~~·:;: .. :§~k,_~~ .. ,~~· •• "!,::~~. !1:·: .... · · · '~'.".''.':'."·~. ~.r·· ., . <Z 
,,.,' • • • ••,.-,,• •• , I ' ,. • ...,,., .·• ,'.••"l • <• • ""•~ ~ • -
- I 
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By Andrew Dam.o. always been .""very · conserva-.. A~g to' th~ May'*', gal'.age they would have never·· him. Every,w,eali:er ~rward 
Ithaca Mayor Ed ~nley, tive", the Mayor outlined his. Ithaca. had been going the wtoP8 · come to a resolution. ,· ' ~ . w~uld beJ1, ~upporter of th~ Mall 
former councilman, car salesman philosophy for effective political . way for_ 8 ii~(. of Jean With the gin-age, built .right --so thaUhe:project, would be-seen 
and gas station operator, gave an action to a sometimes-amused, _ because ofa declining downtown · oii scliedwejust two:jljys befofu in. a favorabl~ ~~.4 , ... , . . 
unscheduled talk before John sometimes-skeptical class. business district,· U~ban Rene~ his last election, ~~lU';~. . . .. ~nt,criti~µi;.has caused 
Grady's Urban Sociology class "If you can sell a tire, if you· ,~al~~ t~at ~e 1JJ ~-·~d , that'll~~ them·tihe~un~) at ~nl~:to·~~!!_sider ·using the 
Tuesday night. Speaking from can sell a car, yo'u can sell mspiredquitea,,1t<?fd~molition~ the.pomtofno~ •. _ Witb'out . same procedures in the future. 
his experiences in the planning anything you want ••• Selling a and even·a few "midnight.tires - -the Mall to _ justify · it, he _"I can't.pull that off again,"· he 
and construction of the Ithaca project was the same way,", but there was no coordinated reasoned, the ~ would hav~ admit~ •.. "Too. many. Jij!Ople in 
r~~;::l::::::{~:'f°t·:~h:~JO~-~C=-l~o--~n%~1en~q~1awU~ledfe·¾~r:-~,;,%~ ;:::~~~;:-;; : =i~:::: .. =;: t~J.t~::a~:: 
~= . I - . - . I SJtes ofl) good traffic circulation, reelection campaign Conley ~n- WllS the only possible way to get 
~: if. _ 2) adequate parking · and 8) fided that the new garage behind things done in a city' that took 11 
:? by Cindy Sehw9ll'D pleasant surroundings the Com- Rotbcbild's woulc;I be complewd years to decide on a spot to.build 
;::~ ·· mons was sold to:tbe city. The by this~ectio1u:lay; · a h'brary. : · 
:::; ·· people were told. they would get One of Conley's prime strat- · -conley ended tbP- informal two 
Photos by Ginger Flook a community place while iner- egies in the ,Mall iss~ was the hour talk by aefining ,his method 
The Question: "Would you feel free in 
turning to the various crisis or counseling 
centers ' available on or . off campus in 
Ithaca'(,,· 
chants were promised -a mer- way be ran public hearings. of doing things as "leadership" 
chant's place. "You · can never get an even and stated, "It's not··right, but 
A policy best described as break at a public hearing," he·- it'sthewayitwasdone." And·he 
manipulation was adopted by the · complained. So, to make-- the added that he thinks with the 
Mayor in his dealings with the odds more favorabl~ he sche- , acconiplishment of the Mall firm. 
Council. "I never asked if they duled the hearings on the Mall so · ly behind him he can be Mayor of 
wanted it (the Seneca St. park- that all those in opposition·to the ,Ithaca' for "as long as·1 want to 
jng garage); I as~~. how ~hey· -h:!ect spoke first. ~en'they _ ,be,"barringany"badm.istakes." 
wanted to pay for 1t, be sa1.d,· · bed he would have ·one of the · He feels that one such mistake 
Bo Jackson, Business Adminis· 
· tratioo, Sophomore. "No, I think 
that I'd tend to use my closest 
· friends rather than an outside· 
organization." 
Mark Crames, History, Junior. · 
"I don't see why not. I haven't' 
used any but I see confidentiality 
is honored in all those institu-
tions. Lack ·of confidentiality 
would probably be my biggest 
fear otherwise." 
1.aurel Wallingford, Gener~ 
Studies, Senior. "Yes. I would 
feel free to turn to them, but I'd 
probably go talk to s.omeone I 
knew first before talking to 
someone I didn't know." 
. He added that ~ the. project's proponen~. ~P up and would be. to run his. Joped-for 
Council were asked to decide for · destroy the credibility of. the third·-term the way he ran his 
itself on the . neces¢ty of the arguments presented . before first two. 
- - -
·:. Trib.utes To'Michael Bond Planned 
., The Ithaca College commun- go into an endowment fund. Each initiate the Michael Bond Me· 
morial Captain's Trophy, award-
.ed annually to the Ithaca College 
footoall team captain. The tro-
phy will then be displayed in the 
I.C. gym showcase. 
.,j,_:,:' ity, as well as some downtown year, a scholarship will be 
; ·, residents, shocked by the sudden awarded by the School. The 
~ .. ·,' death of Michael Bond will precise amount oftlie scholarship 
Amy Stoll, English, j umor: · shortly be paying tribute to the and qualifications for such have 
"Yes, I definitely would because I.C. senior. not yet been determin~d. 
I've been to the counseling A plaque in his memory will Carl J. Yengo Distributors 
center on campus and have found be placed in the Ben Light Gym has donated beer to the Haunt, 
them to be confidentiaL Some- and a scholarship fund ·in his the SoJ:ll,eplace Else Tavern and 
one really Jistens·t0-you." name is in the process ·of being the Ithaca College Pub, so that 
I.C. Egbert Union manager 
Roger :E:nslinger·said that tenta-
, tively November 14 and Decem-
ber 5 have been set aside for 
special fund-raising events for 
the Scholarship Fund. 
set up. each can have a special night and , 
The I.C. Student Congress allocate any proceeds to the 
Tuesday night voted unanimous- Michael Bond Scholarship Fund. 
ly to allocate money for a The Haunt, where Michael 
memorial plaque to be -placed in Bond was employed as a barten~ 
the gym. · der, has said that all proceeds 
At the request of .Michael from its annual Halloween Cos-
Bond's ,parents, a scholarship' tume Party will be forwarded to 
. fund will be instituted at I.C. - the Fund. This traditionally has 
Enslinger said that he ·will 
try to reserve the Uriion cafeter-
ia for a special fund-raising 
- party: He conimented that all 
beer will be donated and funds 
raised will go to the Fund. 
I According to Vice President for been one of the Haunt's most 
o' Student and Campus Affairs Gus _.....successful nights of the year. 
I Perialas, all monies donated will In addition, the Haunt will 
The Someplace Else Tavern 
will -also schedule a $cholarship 
Night. Details on this are not yet 
available, 
~: .. .r l ,;. 
David Lederman, Business, Jun-' 
ior. "Sure, I feel they are good 
ideas for people who need them. 
I feel that I have clo~e enough 
friends to call up, instead of 
calling up people I didn't know," 
I ./ Inflation Cause (JJ SAB Price Qike 
By Fred Raker 
1 Inflation - the only bacteria 
that penicillin has not been able 
to cure - has infected the SAB 
movie prices. It has ,cause<J a 
twenty-five cent increase ~Iiow 
'Thursday /Friday fliC;ks ai:e 
format may be _altered some-
what. He explained: 
''The eommittee is discus- 1 
sing the possibility of returning · 
to the fo~t. of sh9.wing old-time 
classics on Thursday and Friday. 
They're not ~ expensive, but 
they're just as good. We will, 
however, continue to show· new 
films - as ne~ as w:ef can> get - on 
Saturday and Sunday." -··. 
Well, friends, that's show 
biz ... 
$1.00), although ;the price of a . , 
movie still beats any price R "· t' I - F p T 
dow;~::u::t~!;:i;n~y-ahike . ~~ ncrea_se 'pr . . s 
in -prices? , And the' answer · ~ if 
one could riot guess - is that the , DO e. N 0- v' -e mb.e· r ts t cost of,procuring films has risen. 
But.behind the usual inflationary -
reasons, according to SAB Film 
Committee Chairman Paul Ro- ByToniSo~ ; :-·· _ ,;- senthal, is tllat "this year we 
\\~,,;,._ - ":-.. --··- have selected better films." __,,... 
Jeffrey Young, Music, Sopho-
more. "I never really found oµt 
exactly· what these centers do, 
but if I felt I needed help I'd 
probably be willing to go ask for 
advice.·, ' 
Most student:; have not been Physical Therapy majors, This is .a hard cost to sustain 
adversely affected by the minor completing their senior require- for the P.T. majQ.r -who pays· a 
elevation in prices. As Rosenthal ments in Bronx, -N~w, Yor~ this totafof $6,174.35 in tuition only,, 
explained, "We have had no year will su#'er a 14.8% rent for-their sehior year. This figure 
-complaints as of yet. Pe9ple -increase by November 1-, 1975, does not include the c;ost of rent 
have the money to spend.,, said Director of Residential :µfe, · 'which· is approJ[llllately ·s1,ooo 
But what the general public Don Runyon! per year for -each ,student, 
does not realize, is · that , the \ depend_ing on th~ size ·of apart-
sudden rise in films was not 50 Sixty- five of the 68. P.T. · ment and number of roommates 
' - ~ sudden·. ''The price- has been the majors live in a complex le~ed · involved. · 
; . 
' 
' 
' ' 
p ~· • 
' / ' 
,, 
I ' 
Karen Eaton, Undecided, Fresh-
--- man. "Yes, I think I would-if I 
bad the need to. I think it's a 
good ~dea to have them." 
1'-f:,' r\ ----.------·----··--·- -
Peter. Silver, ~ ,.:studies.-
Junior. "Yes, I've - turned to 
them-before. It's somep!le to talk 
to, and I think they are a good 
idea." · · 
same sit;ice -the schooJ year by t~e. Albert Einstein College of 
began," the film chairman said. . . Medicme, _ w~ere they study. Some of the reasons for the 
. "We tried for two months to k~p . T.he ~liege m turn l!ases these . lligh costs at. Albert' 'Einstein 
the price down, but we c'Quldn't . ~mpl!xes from the city. It WllB · 'Colle~, ·accordin to Runyon are 
hold out any longer. The main. !he ctty of. New fork,.--lhat • the security, ~volved and the 
· - ·-posed the mcrease ·and· 1t W'"" location of_ t_he apartments in 
probhlm was that not enough;· ..... '- ti d ·to, th._ ,;...lat' on to the ~pus Trans 
-peonle came suus~quen y p~ on , e ~ ... 1 ,~ . . . . •. 
,."We w~re taking a lo~_ Ithaca College students. . . portat1on _JS a problem_\for t_be 
d · th t 'od· d till , . . -. ,_~· _ . -- , .. . , - .. , . -st~~~Jlt&: itl,,;t~e;, ~i:ix~· due , to unng- a pen , ~ we s Runyon attnouted.,:-~-~ rise",:'tlieir:~'lreavy::·.worlt"1oad,.. and 
are. How~ver ~ _119metime_s we do to the fact that the rent. mcludes , · required workmg---hours in the 
_make m?n~y. I~ all- depends of utilities, which are\s~yrocketing, · hospitals on campus.- · .' ... . -
the movie. ' / · during this time. .. · · ·-- . ,, · - · 
Now, if one considers that ·. . · : , · · · . -Runyon said,: Ithaca College 
the bad news; the ~ news, . ~ · · Tb·e Housing Devlopment 9f · .·.supported.all efforts to keel> t~e 
according-to. Rosenthal, is that .· the Cjty·-ok:folew York, ··who increase down, 'but app~nt;Iy. 
the prices~.will remain the ~e · . .approves.the .inqe~s •. passed · _ fai,le4,. "It'~.h~ ~ be a landlord '. -
fo~ the rest J>~ 'the year.· :th!s~e'14:So~ray:,~y~arat, ·'wlj6_~\~·.hoµrs:~wef.~:/~~ .. _ 
Although next -semester, ·th~ this~e ..... :· ,_. ,,: . , . ---,. .'.-::Runyon.,- .. -. - ·· \_ ·,: !: . 
:·- ~ - .- -; -- ·, 
' . . ":, 
/ 
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[continue~from page onE:1 . 
specializ(?d expertise in the Cine-
: ma and Television/Radio field~ 
.. Dean .. Joh~ Keshishoglou hopes: .. 
this, J,enefit• · will become ·an ,~i. 
anmialtivent; :i:i::..~,i:· :;; .' •; . 
1 
•• 
.. ···Anyone)iiteresteil in. audi; 
tio~g_•for· •'the" "Sunsnine. 'Boys 
Revue", should contact Mr. G.E.: 
· :rue11thiic1an': ·oit! aa,'li9'7s-! Pi,; 
W~at's Go~ug On Here? 
If' you've ever wondered, "Why does ... "; "How can we .. .'; or 
. "When is the ... ", now is the chance to ge.t straight answers. 
· "Speaking Out," a program featuring questions and answers about 
Ithaca College activities and issues, will premiere on the campus 
. cable television channel 6 on Monday November 10, exact airing time 
to be announced. President of the College James J. Whalen will be 
one of the first of invited guests. To ·submit your questions, simply 
write them out and mail to "Speaking Out", c/o WICB-TV6, 
: Performing Arts Bldg., Ithaca College, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850. The 
deadline for questions for the November 10 program is Friday 
October 31. 
The Gay People's_ Center will sponsor a disco dance on November 
1st at Noyes Center, third floor lounge from 9:30 p!Tl to 2 am. $1.00 
donation at door. The Public is welcome. 
_ Landen, Chairman of' the. De-
partment of Cinema Studies and 
Ph~tography in the Dillingham· 
Center no laterthan Nov. 6, 1976 
at . his office or call him at 
274-3242 between 9:00 a.m. and· 
5:00 p.m. During -evenings, 
please.call•Mr. Michael Goldberg 
at 272-2552. 
·~he Sunshine Boys'' Premieres Nov. 18 WICB-TV, in conjunction with Brunswick Ithaca Bowl, is 
sponsoring a Bowl-a-Thon on Friday, November 14 from midnight til 
8 am to benefit the Muscular Dystrophy Drive. Bowlers will take 
pledges for each game bowled, with the winner determined by the 
highest amount of pledges. ... New ERA May Begin Tuesday 
[continued from page one I 
way people act as individuals, 
and it will not interfere with 
one's privacy as an individual. 
Myths such as unisex bathrooms 
and sleeping q1:1arters coming 
into existence as a result of the 
ERA are bombarding the media 
sources. . What the ERA will 
guarantee is a public existence 
·unscarred by demeaning preju-
dice. Rules on equal pay will be 
strengthened; it will offer an 
equal edu~ation to both sexes, 
and will outlaw unjust practices 
such ·as denying credit and 
insurance coverage to women. . 
The New York State Law 
Revision Commission has found 
that out of 700 laws dealing with 
the sexes, 191 will need some 
revision if the ERA is approved. 
Some . of the changes will be 
major ones, delineating actual 
instances where women have 
been discriminated against, such 
as cases whne men have in the 
past been given special privile-
ges under the law. These laws 
will be altered to apply equally to 
both sexes, or will be stricken 
from the books. . ' 
iA great many of the changes 
to be made deal with differences 
in the language structure of the 
ekisting laws. Sexist language 
which refers strictly to men will 
be re-written to deal with 
equality for all people. 
The -results of a Gallup 
poll taken last April show that 
58% of the people sampled 
. supported ratification _ of the 
- ERA, 24% oppo!,ed it, and 18°,'q 
had no opinion. Broken down by 
sex, the poll showed that 63% of 
.the males surveyed favored 
passage, as compared to 54% of 
the women. 
Nationally, the ERA is 
strongly advocated by Republi-
can and Democratic State Com-
mittees, all major Protestant and 
Jewish organizations, the United 
Auto Workers, the AFL-CIO, 
the United Federation of Teach-
ers, and the National Organiza-
tion of Women. The major 
op_ponents of the issue are the 
John Birch Society, .the Ameri-
can Communist Party, and STOP 
ERA. 
The Eau! Right Amendment 
needs ratification by 38 state 
legislatures by 1979 to become an 
amendment to the United States 
Constitution. ·Presently, 34 state 
legislatures have approved the 
amendment on a state level 
basis. 
Entry blanks can be picked up at the WICB-TV studios, 
Brunswick Ithaca Bowl at 378 Elmira Road, as well as various 
downtown .stores. Half of the five dollar entrance fee will go to help 
fight muscular dystrophy. The Bowl-a· Thon is being held in 
connection with the WICB-TV Muscular Dystrophy Telethon to be 
hel9 on Saturday, December 6th, on Cable Channel 7. 
Students, faculty, staff, are all urged to come out and 
participate. 
Irene Wendela, .JC Maid, Dead At 50 
An Ithaca College custodial early Wednesday morning. No 
worker was found dead Thurs- ·one, according to Cranmer, had 
daY:"morning in the lounge of·· questi(?iied' her wherabouts. 
Terrace 11. She is survived by a large 
The body of Irene Elizabeth family and the memorial s~rvices 
Wendela was discovered shortly were held Sunday. 
after 7 AM by her co-worker, According to Cranmer, this 
according to Physical Plant Area is the second death of a maid in 
Supervisor Clayton Cranmer. the. Terrac~s within .. th~ past 
-According tq· Cranmer, the - three·years. 
cause of death was a heart Ms. Wendela's death, coup-
attack. She was reported to have led with the previous one, has 
been· out sick the week before prompted Physical_Plant to insti-
and had been. complaining of tute a new check-in, check out 
chest pains. system for workers, so that a 
Ms. Wende la apparently had more complete schedule of maids' · 
passed- away while working in whereabouts may be kept. 
the lounge sometbne Wednes- Although Physical Plant Su-
day. Maids go off duty at 3 PM, pei-visor Ted De,an reported that 
and no one had seen her since there had been some "static" 
. Sa voya-rds Stage "Mikado" 
-- ',l'he tit willow ]?ird wings its 
way to Ithaca . \II itt, the fall 
Cornell · Savoyard production, 
'!The : Mikado". - Performances 
are a( the Alice Statler AuLiJLor-
ium on November 7th and 8th at 
8:15 pm, November 8 at 2:00 pm, 
and Novembe:r 9th at 7:15 pm~ 
The cast, a unique combiiia-
tion of colleg«: stude~ts, profes- · 
sors; and Ithaca area residents, 
_is headec!Ty J. SteP.hen·Gottes-
man, a junior music major at 
Ithaca College, in the title role. 
, Paul Surface, a graduate music 
student at Ithaca College, plays 
his son Nanki-Poo, ·and Karen 
P~illips Jordan appears as the 
unsightly but pathetic Katis~a. 
.feffry Cismoski, another Ithaca 
College music student, plays 
Ko-Ko the Lord High Execution-
er.- Playing the three little maids 
from sci10ol are Diane Ouckama 
(Yum-Y Jin), an Ithaca resident 
and perfo.rmer at the Colleg Spa, 
Marilyn Lipto 1 (Peep-BG), pre-
sently· a sophomore in Cornell's 
. Collegeo1f-Arts and Scieni:es, and 
· Pamela Leigh t<•n Bilik _: (Pit ti -
Sing), a senior at Ithaca College. 
Tickets for the performan-
C(·s will he available as of October 
27th at~ the Willard &traight 
Ticket office. Phone orders will 
be accepted, call 256-3430. 
Introduction to 
Small.1Jusines1.1··Man·age_ment 
.. :. • • ... ,&2-230 ~ ' .. T'.-
. ··:1aP.18',.:,1·aarry .Sheridari 
. · .. .-.'. -·~~o~~~~~-rues~ • ,.""'-~·· 
The C(lmplete.'course /or the non-bu:si~ess, major .. 
=·. ,- :.- .. : Le~rn .. how:tolo it ALL i~· . . . . . -
.- .·· .. ·>'' ·.· .. _~::.:':Small Busin~;·M~nag~ment_ ,· , ... 
-'-.:.:·~:: ... - • ···.,: ·.: l ·"·?·,, .'' ·.· , ... · ... ' . --~. i,, :. ,.... ' ' ~: 
.. = __ ,::·:; \:./:\·,~'. ~j\)- :, .. _ ... ·-. :','':" {: ... ".-· · .: ' .,.-, 
',I_' .- • 
from it already, Physical Plant 
would insist on the continuation 
of the system for the workers' 
benefit. 
(Photo _by: Vann Weller) 
The . system requires the 
workers to check in and out at a 
central ·office at the beginning 
and end of each work day. 
"Born Yesterday'.", a comedy by Garson Kanin,- is. currently 
pl.aying at The Dillingham Center for the Performing Arts= The show 
is open to the, community [free with ID(, tonight, and Friday and 
Saturday [if accompanied by parent{. For review, ~ee page 9. 
The fever that-won't break: 
THE RISING COST OF A MEDICAL EDUCATION. /P' 
uke roost things. the cost of . rt::_: : : ·, · >~~><·:.; .. _,,{<di I J!il!J:fl,f~ 
alteJ:dingmedical school ' <"··'·. ,;~--,; <·:·/·'!·.\.·-;;-JJ!Jf;f , hasnsensharply ,, ,. ,, ., ···,.· ,'-'',, ... i:,,,1,,,//; 
-::.r,i.k,} ,, .,,;{{,' ',,,,',· /..,'',<)'!; f;~:ff/Z 
over the last ,. , 1,,, ,:-, . , , .'·,'·,·~·.:.,. ".·-, ,.,1,,;1::,/t/., 
,,,... , ,, ,... " .,~,,' ,, ,,~, ,,,1;/,1/7~·.#,~ decade. To many ,;. · ... · :- ~:--~,,: -.. ,. -.,,.,.; >·?;f:/:;:.Y/ 
medical stude_nts ':,~7,/:::;}:g?Jjf:':/['?·-Jfj{ ·: .. ,,,v,/ ,,' 
fhot cost repre ~:·-~f"~w.~,r'<"/~,~µ"'.r:..":;/,,2·,:., ·.-.s,,,.,.f-/,"' . 'N', , ,.,,, ,?/.,,, ~) nt ah ... , .,,, ' ,. ' · ,.,.,,. 
se s eo:vy . ·C:)j~o,;,:·;{>' .... ,,,;.//1":~fi())"i_ 
burden. a financial ·,,·1,;,,-, • , , • .,.y,.,, ~/.0'.f:J.,<Y.{4>! 
problem that can ;,0:!i,#/&:'";-;..,w-,{/''J;'-<·,,;;, 
affect your con- 1/~j, 
cen!ration. ' !/ff 
__ ltneedn'tbe §!!d 
that way. The ' ti 
Armed Fotces 
Health Proressions 
Scholarship Progr9rn 
was originated to 
free you from those 
'NOrries. Men and 
'NOmen who qualify 
will have the costs of 
1heir medical educa-
1ion covered. and 
will also receive a 
substar.1ial monthly 
allowance. 
The program offers 
more than tuition and 
salary; it offers you the 
opportunity to begin 
· your practice under vary · Armed Forces Health Care 
favorable conditions. As a health care officer in DEDICATED TO HEALTH CARE AND 
the military branch of your choice. you'll find THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT 
yourself with responsibilities fully in keeping with r __________________ , 
your training. and with the time and opportunity to \ AunodF0<ccs Scholorshrp5 Z-CN-()5 \ 
observe o full spectrum of medical specialties. 1 ;
0 eol~ I 
When you decide on the specialty you WI Sh to • f Ve":'.';~ inlerostad rnArmod Forcos Hoollh Pro(oss10ns J 
pursue. you may find yourselr tak1ngihose \ SchOIOrshrp opporlun,he< I undorstond !hero,, no oo:1gohon \ 
g raduate medical studies at one of our many . I om cspec,ally ,nrorosled in: I 
I dmod d·. l t 1r I DArmv ONovy OArrFO<CO arge an ern me ICO cen ers so. you can I Q PhySK:1on Q Denial Q Pod,olly' [l Oplomcrrv I 
count on that training t>eir.g second lo none . . I D \l;!lerrnory' D Psyct,ology(PhD)' I 
Both 1he clinical and research work being done I Nano _________ se,oM OF I in them hove made Army. Navy and Air Force !Preos0Pr,n1J 1 hospitals a.rr10jor r\ew national medical resource ( Address Phone __ _ 
It's a long road, bu! the first step is-simple Just I c,1v·---=-__,1oto----L'P----
. send in the coupon. The details we send you may I Soc,c!Socunly'----------
moke the whol9 way O little smoother . I fnrollmcnl O School ,. I '~--- ,__ ___ _ 
. J Togroduotoin (monlh.yeor) Dogreo ____ _ 
I ~torrnory end Pod,olry not ovoiloblo ,n Novy.PrOgrom: ,/. •. • ,"·".,:.,;':, .. ,.J! • •:-., •.,: : • {.JI r.,~ :,. ·,:-, .... ( .. 
~~.:~-:[., E:.t .. EJ. ~ ,H::1".,E'",-;-i""'1:.J.:..i~r"·1•J. I Poo,atiy Qnd Psychologf oat ova.to bro zn Alm/ Program. L.------------------' /' 
l'~e,A~~·-·~ .. )9~ JW.&;.JPg,!f, 
~l]V'if l!Ji]OLiJlb 
Financial· lnjus tice 
The placement of this ediWrial in this week's 
issue should be blantantly obvious - we are 
. appealing to the parents, through the students, to 
help alleviate what we feel is an injustice to the 
student liody of Ithaca College. . 
Most of you have not attended Student 
Congress meetings over the past several weeks and 
have not had to. wrangle with a tight budget and 
very well justified requests for monies. 
Most of you were not there when SAB 
Chairman Sam Milgrim pleaded with Congress for 
an additional allocation, claiming that if SAB didn't 
receive the money Tuesday night, they would 
simply "go out of business". You didn't hear 
Women's Ice Hockey President Janet Barr explain 
that her club members pay over $70 per year out of 
their own pockets fo.r uniforms and equipment 
because they can not . e ® the necessary funding. 
You missed the budget cuts .of over $100 for 
Biology, $4,000 for the yearbook, $2,000 for 
Kumba, $18,00 for SAB Concerts, and individual 
dormitories (now at $. 75 per person in the dorm, a 
sl~h from lsi!;t year's $1.25 per person). 
Over $135,000 was requested from clubs and 
organizations, and there was only $80,255 from the 
College to give out. This is important, because last· 
year. as in the past couple of years, there had been 
$84,255 to distribute. At the end of last semester, 
Student·Vice President for Business-Finance, Josh 
Leonard, with much student support, voluntarily 
took a $4,000 cut in Student Congress's funds in an 
effort to show the administration that students 
were willing to take a cut; and if they could, so 
could everyone else, and therefore, tuition should 
not have to be raised. 
That effort obviously was in vain. As Student 
Congre~'s offers decreased by $4,000, the College 
raised tuition and fees this year by $292. \ 
In fact, the average annual raise of tuition and 
fees over the last ten years has been 5.5%. At the 
same time, at least for the past three years, the . 
money given by the College to Student Congress to 
distribute has either remained the same or been 
reduced. 
This type of turn-your-back-on-us attitude by 
the administration was perhaps e_xemplified this 
year in a statement by _Vice President for Student 
and Campus Affairs, Gus Perialas, when he told a · 
reporter that he doesn't show up at Congress 
mee~ings when they're discussing the budgets. 
Too bad ... that's the time he should be showing up. 
Students on this campus are actually discour-
aged from getting their money's worth. Everyone 
pays for 18 credits per semester, but just try to 
take 18 'credits per semester ... not only are there 
the signatures of advisors and deans to obtain, but 
we are told the "norm" is 15 credits per semester. 
Do you know what would happen if everyone tried 
to take 18 credits each semester-if people tried to 
get their money's worth? Sections would be 
overcrowded (as though some aren't· already), 
classroom space would be impossible to obtain, and 
teaching assistants would end up teaching the 
course, instead of the qualified professors. 
· But getting back to the Congressional 
injustice ... an $80,000 budget is only a $20 average, 
based on 4,000 students. $20 of over $5,000 goes 
towards activities run by students. 
We think it is disgusting that the administra-
tion could not fina it within themselves to halt a 
tuition increase last year. It is disgusting that 
students who pay (with their parents' help),92% of 
the school's operating costs must also pay to be 
involved in extracurricular activities. 
It is highly unreasonable to ask Student 
Congress to have a bake sale to raise the extra 
monies. 
What is reasonable is an urgent request for 
more money - from the Student Affairs Office, from 
the College, or from the School's buffer account. 
Student Congress Tuesday night was marked by 
groups struggling for more money; groups fighting 
one another, pointing out disparities and making 
insinuations. The need for the money· for organized 
activities on this campus has hurt the morale, and 
the plans, of those students trying to organize the 
activities. 
Once again it is the students who pay out an 
extraordinary amount of money, and the students 
who are drastically shortchanged. Since the 
majority of students' financial reserves are their 
parents, we are asking the parents for help. We 
are not asking for more money - the administration 
will probably take care of that. We are not asking 
parents to fight the students' battles for them. We 
are pointing out ·that the parents support this 
fnstitution. You have a lot of clout - use it. Your 
son or daughter is going to have pay out of hi.if or 
her ·. own pocket to be involved in some 
extracurricular activities. If that bothers you, an~ 
it should, then make· that known: 
/ 
,' t, 
Confid.ential Documents, Take Two ._ 
To the Editor, . that the .informl!,tion :~filch I · the. $pint of the Committee's 
I refer to your edition of , submitted to·yo1i,w:~ ~urately deµher.ations by pul;,Jicly circula-
October 16 and an article \vhich reporied. However~l-am.not to tingthe~m.ent.Qf,particulars. 
covered the nature of my appeal be held · resPQnsible." .. for,_ ·the 
to the All-College Faculty Per- quotations wbich ~e,from _the 
sonnel Appeals Committee. state"mentofparticuliirs. ·I~ould 
I wish to make it quite clear not have wished to do violence to 
· ·. ·· ;. ; ,_ · ···s;~;.YYOID'St 
R. Arnold Gibbons 
Aijsistant Professor 
Thank You Fartnella_And Arthur 
Opeu letter to the Editor: 
Ora,· Mr. Paul Farinella and Mr. 
Pat Arthur: 
As chairperson of the Special 
Staff Meeting, I would like to 
thank you on behalf of the staff 
for taking time, outside of 
working hours, to participat~. in 
our meeting. Your cooperation 
was greatly appreciated. 
We hope to have minutes of 
the meeting available very- soon. 
Unfortunately, we may bave to 
charge a minimal amount to 
cover: ·printing ~sts. If you 
would like to obtain a copy, 
please let me 1mow by writing to 
me at R.:::>. #11, Groton, NY 
13073. 
Thank yon once again for accept-
ing the invitation to our meeting. 
Sincerely, 
Ariel Alberga 
Chairperson 
Special Staff Meeting 
A Somewhat Different Letter 
To The Editor: 
This is a somewhat different 
letter · than usually appears in 
your paper but I hope you ·will 
in the Boardman House on 
Buffalo St. The years there hold 
many happy memories. 
will always remain in my heart 
even though I may not see them . 
as often as I would like. 
· find space to print it. 
Last night, October 23, I 
was guest of honor at a retire-
ment party given at the Ramada 
Inn. I requested no speeches but 
received them regardlesS: My 
response was a tearful one. In 
writing, maybe I can say what is 
truly in my heart. 
Then came the move to 
South Hill. The college at once 
began to have its growing pains. 
which is still in process. The 
remaining years have been inter-
esting ones with one change after 
another. 
My gifts were pictures of 
Dillingham Center, an original 
picture of Job Hall taken by Ann 
Hyland _and· a lovely necklace · 
with the Ithaca College seal. 
These gifts will remain treasures 
to me given by my many dear 
friends. 
I began working in the 
business office fourteen years 
ago when Dr. Dillingham was 
president. The administration 
building at that time was located 
Along with these changes, 
came changes is personnel, and 
new friends to me. These friends 
are the ones I want to thank for 
last evening. It is hard to leave 
your working home after fouteen 
years. It is like leaving· part of 
your .family behind as time spent 
with them is like home. They 
Thank you all for my memor 
ies. 
Ruth Boyer 
Retired Accounts Payable Su- · 
pervisor 
October 24, 1975 
Lf'iter., to the Editor must be typed, 
tlonl,L,,-spaced, no longer than one and one-hal.f 
payf's and submitted to· our office by 4 pm 
11i,·.wlays precedinr/ Thursday publication. _All 
fplfers must be signed and should include 
teu.'plwne and centrex number of author (s ). 
N_amPs CAN be withheld upon request, but 
letters that are not signed will not be printed. 
( Your~paoe ....... ) 
-This space will be reserved each week for 
'Your Space' ... a chance for you to say sometMng 
any way· you wmdd like to say it. Almost. No 
obscenities~ please, and the article must be of 
interest to the genera/, College community. Essays 
"BRIM", an arts journal, is for the Ithaca College 
Community. We need you. 
"BRIM" accepts photography, illustration, 
drawings, graphics, short essays, plays, poems, 
prose and musical compositions. 
In the past, the Ithaca College Community has 
known very little about "BRIM" and consequently 
there were very few contributions from the I.C. 
community--we plan to change this. "BRIM" is an 
arts journal for Ithaca College and we need your 
support. 
You can submit material in person to the 
Writing Center in the Ithaca College Library or call 
272-8197 or 273-0081. 
Manuscripts should he typed on typing pa'per, 
double spaced with all pages· numbered and 
securely fastened. Photography, preferably 8x10 
must be submitted in a ~anila envelope. Personal 
information should appear on both the envelope 
Editor-ln-Chief .... Andy Friednum 
Assoeiate Editor .... Paal Stein -
Advenisiog Manager .... Jeffrey Salhi.a 
News &titor .... Toai Somma 
Sports Editor ... ~Mude Gorman 
Entertainment F.ditor .... Jay Bobbin . 
Features F.ditor •.•• Frecl Baker 
Photo F.ditor .... lan Uaoipn 
Art Director .... Bob Don 
Staff 
are limited to no more that two typed, 
double-spaced pages, and must be submitted by 4 
pm Tuesday_ preceding Thursday publication. This 
space will be made available as often as there are 
comments. 
{. 
and photograph submitted. 
Art work should be submitted in the same way 
as photography, and if it is larger, let us know so 
we. can see it and photograph it if accepted. There 
is no limit to size. · 
Finally Musical' compositions, those submitted 
should be securely _fastened together with all pages 
numbered. · 
Please send only duplicates of the original 
manuscripts ani;J musical compositions as no 
manuscrip or composition can be returned. 
· All material submitted to "BRIM" is protected 
in full by contents copyright. Authors retain iull 
control over their individual pieces. 
Please include your r_:iame, address lUld phone 
number on all works submitted. 
"BRIM", an arts journal, is for the- Ithaca 
College Community. We need your support. -
· Cr_nde Altshuler 
Dorm Damages 
·Reach Sooo· 
By Toni Somma 
Over $900 worth of damages 
has been reported and repaired 
. in the dorms since September 1, 
1975, reported · Assistant to the 
Director of. Residential · Life, 
Michele V~otty. 
Mark Arvisais, Robyn Cashton, Chris Colter, 
Laurie Costa, Stevan deProsse, Ginger Flook, 
George Goodman,. Diana Longo, Rich Morse, 
John Murphy,. Betsy Pritche.tt, C/.audia Rossi, 
Cindy Schwartz, Darry Searle, Diane Spiotta, 
,Corey Tayl..or, Paul.a Ward, Vann .Weller, Dan· 
Zimme.rmari. . . 
, . 
Approxima~ly $446 worth 
of damr~-se has been in the 
. 'rowers;.:The 'Quadit il.rif.respons-
ible for $234 and the Terraces are 
the lowest with $190. 
Under the Judicial System 
each student is responsible for 
the damage dorie to his room. He 
is also responsible for any 
damage!! wh~ch ~r on the .floor · ' .. 
: [coritinued on P.(ige 5) _' 
..,.___' --·--~-· ~·~ -- ... ···-- ·--. _.~. '~ - ··-.-'·c...-.;>.....:;;_'· . ~ . ,,. 
r= 
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·cha.nnel6 Health 
Counseling Campus·TvStaiion Goes Almost Unnoticed 
By Fred L. Raker , The video tape programs at 7:30 and then repeated at 10 
with a one-minute headline sum- . 
mary given at 8:30. 
television's needs), the merchant 
is given a courtesy announce-
ment at the beginning and end of 
each program. 
It started out as· mi' student 
advisor~s, proJeet/''noW'·;it's"·an 
efficient! seJtililJ.l~b\fns·eJlu1gi ~en~' 
ter. Thi:ee ye~s ago two SA's 
decided·. that· 'for their housing 
project they would create some-
thing really needed on the Ithaca 
College campus. Student Health 
Counseling was their answer. It 
began as an alternative to the 
necessary nurse's interview that 
the Health Center requires for 
any female wishing contracep-
tive devices. Now the group is 
well versed not only in . birth 
control, hut also in ·sexually 
related diseases, abortion and 
rape. 
I " 
They participate in a sem-
ester of training under the 
direction of Dr. Hammond. He 
not only lectures on the medical 
knowledge involved, but alos 
brins in speakers from relaied 
fields and organizations down-
town. One of the counselors 
mentioned they are .trained in 
more areas than they ever need 
to call upon in their counselling 
situations. 
Everything. they do is confi-
dential, except, or course, the 
instructional interview that re-
places the conference · with a 
nurse, an~ then, the only inform-
ation passed on is the fact that ' 
you were therc,and the health 
history form which you take with 
you to the doctor in order to 
obtain contraception. But Stu-
dent Health Counselling is far 
more than just an interview. 
They can help with any sexually 
related problems you may have. 
That is what they are there for. 
They are .a resource center, 
containing books and pamphlets 
on anything related to birth; 
conception, contraception, buth, ·, 
abortion, VD, vaginitis, and the · 
list·goes on. 
Two ·months have passed, 
and'most<5tudents on the Ithaca 
College'Campus are still unaware 
of.': Channel 6, · according to 
WICB:TV's top executive board 
.members. 
The system is a very simple 
one, and any television s<:it that is 
hooked up to the cable can pick 
up the signal. Programs that are 
broadcast on 6 are usually seen 
first on cable Channel 7, which 
operates from 7 p.m. to 10:30 
p.m. every Sunday night. 
Channel 6 is on the air every 
Tuesday, Wednesday; and 
Thursday night from 7:30 to 
10:15. . 
One of the main troubles 6 
has been experiencing,_ according 
to Program Director Bill Quade. 
is that "there just aren't enough 
programs." They've already had 
to eliminate their Monday night 
broadcasts due to the current 
slow production trend. "Another 
part of the problem,,,· continues 
Quade, "is the fact that we- were 
only allocated $1500 (by SAB) for 
the year. Most video tape 
programs cost $300. That 
doesn't leave us many opµons.'! 
. . 
being shown this year have been 
of the rock concert genre. Last 
year, "Monty Python"· a report-
ed favorite among the students -
had a very successful run on the 
campus station. However, a lack 
of funds has hindered the chanc-
es of securing the famed British 
series for this year. Currently, 
"Flash Gordon" is a part of the 
three-day broadtast schedule. 
Newscene, the most consis-
tent of all current programs, is a 
show produced by IC· students 
for the IC community. It 
presents immediate co.:npus 
news that is important to the 
_student. Also included are 
reports of world and national 
news, sports, and even a stock 
market wrap-up. 
Dan Cohen, News Director 
of WICB-TV, feels "it is impor-
tant for students to view New-
scene in order for them to find 
out what's happening around 
them." However, he doesn't 
believe that the show is reaching 
its intended audience. "It's a 
worthwhile experience and it's 
done for the students, but I feel 
like it's all for naught. We get no 
feedback." Newscene is shown 
During freshmen orientation, 
Channel 6 pro ,ided a program -
featuring academic dea,ns - in 
which ·students could call up and 
ask questions concerning course 
selection and registration. But 
since that time there srems to 
, be, as Dan Cohen put it, '. A. great 
lack of interest." 
Channel 6 can be used as an 
entertainment and educational 
outlet. "The potential behind 6 is 
tremendous," Cohen says, sum-
ming up the situation. "The IC 
community can use it to reach 
others. Whether it be a student 
in communications presenting his 
own program or Student Con-
gress trying to ~form the 
College about what is happening 
behind the scenes, the potential 
is there ... even President Whalen 
could use it to reach the student 
body. The possibilities · are 
endless ... " 
Channel 6 does receive some 
money through grants made by 
local merchants. In return for 
their donation of $10, $15, or $25 
(which is not a lot of money for 
But even if they had a larger 
budget, the station cannot exist 
without programs. Anyone who 
has any ideas for programming, 
or who would like to produce 
their own teleiision program can 
contact either Tom Morse (Gen-
. era! Manager, WIGB-TV), Ron 
Bochar (Operations Manager, 
WICB-TV), or Bill Quade (Pro-
gram Director, WICB-TV).in the 
basement of the Dillingham 
Center for the Performing Arts. 
... Dama.,es 
or hall where he lives. Every 
student living in the dorm is 
responsbile for damage done to 
areas to which the whole dorm 
has access, such as lounges. 
Responsible students will be 
billed for the cost of labor and 
repair. 
In many cases, if damages 
occur to a particular floor and the 
person(s) responsible fail to come 
continued on page six 
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~~~Tonight 
Halloween Costume-
Party Dance 
VowensD!nfngHalll 9-1 
unlmHed free bea" Music by I 
I 
costumeprizes WVBR , 
I 
TowerrasldentsSOC 0~75c : 
• If you are having problems 
in sexual relations, if you have 
hang-ups that you need to 
express to someone, if you just 
want to clarify your knowledge, 
come in and talk. The Student 
Health Counselling is not for 
women only. Females are not 
the only entities involved in 
sexual relations, and they are not 
the only ones with problems and 
misconceptions. 
Newscene Director Dan Cohen 
Student Health Counselling 
is located in the basement of 
Eastman, Dorm 10. They are 
there from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
Sundays through Thursdays. 
Call them at x171, or drop in. Do 
yourself a favor; forget. about 
taboos. Student Health Counsel-
ling is there for you. 
P.eplacement ID's at no charge!! That's right. Just 
stop by the Registrar's Office ·and let us re-order 
you a new one if your old one is cracked or broken. 
Fill out one of our envelopes at the same time and 
we will 'mail it to you when it comes in. 
Pre-Registrati~n for Spring 76 is next week, 
. November,3-7. Each of you living on Campus 
· should have received y:ou1: pre-registration packet 
in the mail by now. 1f you haven't please come to 
the {legistrar's Office at once for a replacement 
packet. -Thoe of you. living off Campus should pfok 
up your packet in th~-Registrar's Office. 
Please read carefully the instructions in your 
packet as well- as those contained in the Spring 76 
Course Offerings. Things will be easier for you if 
· you do plus your chance of receiving a good 
schedule are better. 
Accuracy is VERY IMPORTANT in filling out your 
pre-registration material. Be careful and do it 
right, You're the one, who suffers if you fill things 
out wrong.· 
G/-\ Y PEOPLE OF I.C. 
- . . 
I ( • ' • • ; , '. ,·\ '• I,•:-J '. '1 J' • -
. --THERE Will BE A MEETING THIS SUNDAY 
AND EVERY SUND AV AT 7 PM IN THE 
DeMO.TTE ROO.M FOR THOSE INTERESTED 
ALL ARE ,WELCOM~ 
;. . •. ~ ' 
Stay:informed 
about life 
,. 
at Ithaca co11ege. 
THE-ITHACAN 
i.s available 
by -subs.;ription 
mail .. :directly to your home 
- --,' 
the _day of publication 
$1_0~:per year $5. pet semestteEr 
, . 
:-· .. 
. ,..._, 
now takin~ subscriptions 
for the, second semester ( Jan.12May '76) 
mI if\yOU_ ord.,. now, receive the rest off l~i 
. \{)l\ · this:s81Mster's issues FREE! @f 
Calf(.7) 274-3207 . · 
an~:-~_for Andy~· Paul, or Jeff 
.. . \ 
,, ";;~ ,,C'.\-ef J~ .1~_,- ,M~li:"'.~~ "'ti'!' 
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Good Coverage,. Or Not~S0-Stirea:1J,C(;? 
by Laurie Costa 
In case you haven't noticed, Ithaca College 
students are covered under a new insurance 
company this year. Each semester, you are billed 
$55.00 for accident and health insurance coverage. 
This insurance policy is opei:i to all students: part 
time, full time, and graduate. However, if you are 
covered by Blue Cross, Blue Shield, or some other 
major medical insurance, you have the right to 
waive the student insurance. 
One major benefit the student receives under 
the policy is that he is covered (24 hours a day) for 
illness or accidents on campus as well as away from 
campus~ vacations included. ,Under last year's 
policy, the student had to pay an additional fee of 
approximately $14.00 if he wished to be insured 
ovPr the summer vacation. 
There is a brochure available to the students 
who are interested in finding- out exacting what the 
insurance cl.lvers. The language is extremely 
technical. Some of the most ambiguous statements 
are as follows: 
I "The insurance covers all sports under the 
basic ~ccident portion. Excluded under the major 
medical portion are Football Hockey, Soccer, and 
Lacros,;e; all other sports are covered." (What this 
brochure fails to tell the student is that anyone who 
plays contact sports for LC. is covered by a 
separate insurance: NCAA. Intra murals and 
skydiving are not covered). 
2. MEDICAL INDEMNIT1' ACCIDENT 
If, on account of such injuries and 
commencing within 180 days after the date of the 
accident, "'ihe Insured required treatment_ by a 
legally qualified-physician or· surgeon, confinement 
in a legally constituted hospital, or the· services of 
licensed nurses,· the- Company will pay the 
expenses, but not to exceed $500.00, incurred by or 
on behalf of the Insured for. -such treatment, 
confinement of services within one year after the 
date of the accident, and for dental care to the 
extent hereinafter provided. - . · 
With respect to dental care of the insured, the 
company will pay the expenses, not exceeding 
$100.00, incurred by or on behalf of the insured 
within one year after the date of the accident, for 
injury to natural teeth which ,requires dental care, 
including replacement and'dental X-rays. . 
In no event shall payment exceed 500.00, for· 
the aggregate of all such medical, surgical, 
hospital, nurse and dental· expenses incurred by or 
on behalf of the Insured as the result_ of any one -
accident. 
a.DAILY HOSPITAL ROOM AND BOARD 
EXPENSE, SICKNESS 
If, on account of such sickness, the fnsured is 
necessarily confined in a legally constituted 
hospital, the Company will pay the hospital room 
and hoard expense actu!}IIY incur~ed by or.on·behalf 
... Damages 
[continued from page five J 
-forwar.d, the entire floor is billed. 
- "In some instances alot of 
.innocent students are ·being 
'penalized financially, because we 
can't pin down the·-..:person 
responsible," said Viotty. -
"The dorm is· your home, 
please take care of it" added 
Viotty. 
' - ~:,... . 
•--:•.:... •_:: •, I -• - _ ,- t • .. . :; 
--
- - - : 4- ' 
of the insured, beginning· with the first day of 
confinement, -but not .exceeding for any such 
sicknesS---$20 per day nor the maximu,m payment 
period of 30 days. 
4.MJS!CELLANEOUS EXPENSE, SICKNESS 
If, on account of such sickness,· the Insured 
incurs hospital expenses for !}ec~ssary services and 
supplies (other than hospital room and board, 
special nursing.care, and attendance by a phy.sician 
or surgeon),· the _Qompany will pay such hospi.ta'.i 
-expenses incurred by or oil beh-alf of-the Insured, 
b1:1t not exceeding $100.00 for any such sickness. 
If you think this has been confusing, wa!t till 
you read what the policy does il.ot cover: 
1. Mental or emotional disorders, alcoholism 
and drug addiction. ' - . 
2. . Pregnancy, except complications of 
pregnancy. (Abortions and menst~l extraction 
are not considered complications of pregnancy and 
therefor not covered under this policy.) 
3. Illness, treatment or medical condition 
arising out of: _ . 
a. war or act of war (whether·declared or· 
not); participation in a fel~ny, riot or 
insurrection; ·service in the armed forces or 
.. units auxiliary thereto (any premium paid to be 
retu~nea p_ro rata for such p~riod of-service); 
b. sui~ide! attempted suicide-or intention-
ally self-inflicted injury; 
_ c. -aviation· accident including sky diving_ 
-~nd parachute jumping (except for purposes of 
self.preservation), except to passengers on 
scheduled commercial airlines on any regular, 
special or chartered trip;_ . ' 
d;· interscholastic sports {except as may be 
specifically provided for in the policy or in an 
endorsement attached thereto); 
4. Cosmetic surgery (except as the result of 
ac_cidental injury) · 
5. Treatment prQvided in a government 
hosjJital; benefits provided under Medicare or · 
other governmental program (except Medi- _ 
(.'aid), any State or Federal workmen's 
comp 0 nsation, employers liability or occupa-
tional disease law; services performed by a · 
ml'mher of the Insured's ii;nmediate family aµ~--
sp1·vices for which no charge is normally made:: 
fi Dental care or treatment (except for cafEi 
necessary as a result of injury to natural teeth . 
:,nd· as may otherwise he specifically provided 
for in the policy); 
7. Eye glasses, hearing aids and examinations 
for the prescription or fitting thereof; 
· 8. Rest cures, custodial care and transportation 
(except as may be specifically provided for in 
the policyh- · --- . 
9. Services rendered or medical supplies 
provided by the school infirmary ~niployees· or 
physicians - salaried by _the school for which 
there is norm~lly no charge. 
/ 
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Public Advocacy -Internships Off er~d 
Tht?New·York Public Inter- dents will pay university tuit10n 
est Group, Inc. (NYP~G)- ~'n: and rf;!quired fees at the State 
nounced today 'that it will 'offer Universitv. at _Buffalo. Dorm 
four internship, programs next spac~ is a;,.aiiabie. 
semester, with more than 50 Students with prior journal-
opening's for students. Three are. 1ism · experience may receive 
based in Albany, and the other in investigative tr-aining working as 
Buffalo. In each program,- . NYPffl~ investigative repo~rs 
students can earn .. academic in Albany. Interns, working 
credit for doing· public advocacy under a staff reporter, will follow 
work. · up leads. and write articles for 
government agencies. 
The amount of academic 
credit each student will receive . 
for an internship will depend 
upon each individual professor. 
, If extra credit is needed, one or 
two courses inay be taken at the ' 
State University at Albany. 
The amount of academic 
There are no specific qualifi- NYPffiG publications and other 
cations for becoming~ NYPffiG media.outlets._ •. 
· credit each student will receive 
for an internship will depend 
upon each individual professor. 
If extra credit is needed, one or 
two courses may be taken at the 
State University-at Albany. 
intern, and all. students are Finally, the CoDUD1BS10D , 
eligible. "Each applicant is Study Internship. needs interns 
carefully interviewed; Generally to monitor the Executive Branch 
we look for interest and dediea- of the New. York State govern-
tion to a semester of1lard work " ment, which in recent times has 
said Donald K. Ross, Director ~f swelled into a huge and unac-
NYPffiG, "Some. past exper- co!ln~ble bure~ucracy. · . Com-
ience through course work or nuss1on study mterns will re-
jobs is helpful, though," accord- search and publish ·a moi:ithly 
ing to Mr. Ross. report on the cost and benefits of 
NYPIRG:s Legislative .1n: 
ternship requires students tolive 
For more information or an 
application blank, students 
should write to Intern Coordina-
tor, NYPffiG, 1 Columbia Pl;ice,_ 
Albany, New York 12207, · or 
contact their campus NYPIRG 
office. 
in Albany- from early January 
.until ,May 21st. In~ms will be 
responsible for following a single 
bill . th~ugh the Legislature, 
from drafting to passage. They 
will prepare and distribute fact 
sheets; testify before commit-
tees, and work closely with bill 
sponsors. · Specific issues to be 
worked·· on include mapjuana 
decriminalization, the New 'York 
State Bottle Bill, until pricing, 
energy measures and several 
consumer bills. 
A School of Nuclear Studies 
Internship program will be held 
in Buffalo. The purpose of this 
program is to involve students in 
an intensive , one-semester four-
course sequence in nuclear p_ow-
er, alternative energy sources, 
electric utilities, and administra-
tive law. In addition, interns will 
be expected to participat~ in 
workshqps and projects.. Stu- ~ 
Art Work 
At ·corn.ell 
ThP Herbert F. Johnson 
Museum of Art ;,t Cornell 
l 'niveriity is now exhibiting. 
"Desired Acquisitions," work~ of 
art which the museum would like 
to add to its permanent col-
l(•rtion~_. · _ . 
The works have been select-
Pd from several New York City 
art galleries. They will he on 
display through Nov. 9 and are 
all available for purchase. Ir. this 
way potential donor:; are pro-
vided the opportunity lo study 
and select gifts fur the museum. · · 
· "Each piece has been select-
ed to _fill :l particular need in the 
museum's collections," according 
to Director Thomas W. Leavi_tt. 
"Because the coursl'S taught at-
Cornell span the entire history of 
art, and· there is no other art 
museum in the Finger , Lakes 
region, it is desirable -to have 
representative pieces from all 
1 pl'i:iods and ~ultures.". : 
The exhibit ranges from 
15th -century paintings to 20th 
century.sculpture.· There are 14 
works exhihitec'. and photo . 
J{raphs available of some 25 
,ithers. They range in price,from 
$8,500 to·· $75.000. Anyone 
interested in further information 
should contact Leavitt. . 
--~ . . 
· 1cK&r· 
M u·s1't; ~·s:1~d,tt 
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ARNOL.D PRiNTIN.G 
CORPORATION 
FO-RALL YOUR 
PRINTING .NEl;DS 
LETTERPRESS & QFFSET 
( 607) 212-1a0Er41 ~{h~5/J(.ft;. st 
TRAvEL'RPs 
_.- TO 
e5lfEXICO 
-With yacation time fast approaching, 
niany of you will no doubt b~ traveling 
to Mexico. Some of you might even be 
coming back. Here are some helpful 
"hints. · 
1. .A· man on a burro always h~s the 
right of way, unless he appears to be 
·a weakling. 
2. In local cantinas, pouring ·a shot of 
Cuervo down a man's collar is not 
'thought to be humorous., ' 
3. Falling o~to a cactus, -even an 
.actual CtJervo 9actus, can be 
__ · a·~tickyproposition. ·" 
4. It is tough to find hamburger 
' rolls in ·the smaller towns; it's 
:.·a ... ~best_to bring your own~ 
. ~~ ·:.I' - . . . . . - .. 
' . _, ~: 
- r. -., 
.·. -.-· -~ 
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_Personnel Firm Head 
To Lecture 
"Do you aspire to be in a 
management or executive posi-
tion· some day? How do these 
people . get where they are? 
What do employees look for 
when interviewing people for 
middle and top management 
positions? 
What are the pros and cons 
of employment agencies, person-
al referrals, personal advertising 
and executive search organiza-
tions? In putting his best foot 
forward, is a candidate entitled 
to tell white, grey or black lies? 
What are the advantages of 
being inexperienced vs. e,~per-
ienced? Resumes. what should 
they look like and represent and 
what shouldn't they? Referen-
ces, are they worth anything-, 
and how should they be treated'? 
Women in mangement, why the 
attitude - "I'm o.k.,1 - you're a 
woman"? . 
These are among the topics 
to be covered in a lecture Mr. 
Kurt Einstein will give to the 
Ithaca College Community on 
Friday, October 31st at 3 pm in 
Textor Hall, Room 102. 
Einstein is president of 
Einstein Associates one of the 
largest persontiel consulting 
firms of its kind in the country. 
He is frequently referred to as 
"King of the Head-Hunters". He 
has done extensive development 
work on advanced assessment 
techniques such as the widely 
discussed and applied "Simula-
tion Interview". He has rc:ceived 
national attention for his theory ' 
of the "fit, misfit and counterfeit" 
executive, which identifies a 
major management hiring ha-
zard. 
Einstein has appeared on 
major T. V. networks and lec-
tured before 11ational trade and 
professional associations, indus-
trial seminars, universities and 
colleges. His informative and 
intere~ting lecture will be fol-
lowed by a question and answer 
period where , the audience is 
invited to challenge his analyses. 
·Texas Instruments 
electronic calculator 
SR-51A 
• Performs logarithms. tngonometncs. hyperbol1cs. powers. roots. 
reciprocals, factorials, hneqr regression,;nean. variance and 
-- standard deviation. , : , : . , 
• Features an algebraic keyboard with dual function keys that increase 
the power of the SR-51 without increa~mg its size 
• Three'use·r acr:ess1ble memories permit storagf'. recail. sum.· · 
product operallons, · 
• Preprogrammed to provide 20 often used engineering conversions 
• Random number generator, automatic·calculat,on of permutations. 
automatic percent and percent difference computation 
• User selected fixed or floating decimal point 
• Calculates answers to 13 significant digits and uses all 13 d1g1ts 
in subsequent calculations for maximum accuracy. 
• Computes and displays answers as large as t9.999999999 x 10···· 
and as small as :t1. x 1 O ,,., 
• -Automatically converts answers lo scient1f1c notation when 
calculated answer iJ, greater than 10"' or less than 10 '" 
• Features bright 14-character display-1 O-d1git mantissa with sign. 
2-digit exponent with sign. 
• Display providP.S oyerllow. underflow, error 1nd,cat1ons 
• Lightweight. fully portable 
• Rechargeable batteries or AC operation 
· • Full year warranty · 
• AC Adapter/Charger included 
J ONE OF THE 
MAN~MODELS 
·AVAILABLE AT 
•··BOOK 
·403 ·catege..ave 
', ', ::P' I • ' ' ' ~ - ' 
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ABig 
Weeke.nd 
for 
lthaflicks 
by Jay Bobbin Poston's in it...) Since I-really don't know 
that much. about these flicks (and-since 
'Tis that time of year again for goblins this column's getting very lengthy, 
and g-hosts, tricks and treats, crazy movie anyway), it's time to move on to the big 
rt'Vil'wers trying to make Halloween feature of the weekend. 
puns, and the night-long Halloween Film : Chinatown; is .. ·among the greatest 
FP!-.lival. The> celehration of horror begins mysteries ever made. This complex-story 
ai- 7::m tonight (Thurs.} in th'e Egbert of murder, infidelity; sex, incest, ·lies and 
Union Cafeteria. A lineup of five flicks douhlecrossings forms what is probably 
a\\ ait..., you for viewing--and me for : the pest film of its type since The Maltese 
n·viPwing--~o let's g-et to it... Falcon. The focal character is J .J'. Gittes 
:\ hlind woman g-ets possession of a (superbly performed by Jack Nicholson), a 
doll. Ni<'l', eh'! Not quite; the doll is filled Los Angeles private eye circa 1939. He 
with dopP, -and some very mean men sperializes in marital caSElS, which is how 
I playPd hy Alan Arkin, Richard Crenna. _ he latches onto this case, which develops 
and ,la<'k Wr~ton) are after it. So goes the into a matter of false identity which leads 
plighl oLAurlrey Ilephurn:in a,n expertly- to_ the murder of L.A.'s water commis-
filnu·d chillPi-,-Wa'it Until Dark. Director siorin, el<'., etc., etc.· I'd pay just to see 
Tt·n·n<·c> Young really huilds.the tension in that infamous scene in which Nicholson 
1 h1• last fpw minut<•s, when he stages a slaps hisJovely client (Faye Dunaway, in 
<·lima<"Lic hattlt• hetween Miss Hepburn an excellent portrayal of a neurotic, 
and Arkin using only the light of a w<·althy woman) all around her. livirig 
refrigerator. WhPn that light goes out, room. 
hra<"l' yours<·II'! Then, there's that awful cut. that 
Would you helieve that the second Nicholson gets on his nose, -t-he Chinese· 
film in tlw fl'st i\'a) also deals with a blind g-ardl'm·r who keeps dredging Dunaway's 
lady in .i<'op:irdy'! Mia Farrow is the pond hl'cause it's "bad for the glass'.' ... 
I an~<·I for lt•rror in Sec No Evil (rule title, th<·r<· are just too many priceless inoments-
Ph:'); sh<·\ in a housE• being stalked by a in Chinatown ~to mention, especially 
kill<·r. and I <'an only wish that the whentakenoutoJcontext~ Thereisnot 
cla,-,lardl_y fol' had hecn caught sooner om• -meaninglPss moment in Robert 
and t lw film had <·nded. This will givl' you Townc's magnifi1·ent screenpl~y. which 
as many shivl'rs as a 90 dcgrces-in-'.he- WOIJ a Wl'll-descrved Oscar. Not only does 
..,had<" aftnnoon. Mia gt>ts a nice bath in Roman Polanski do a fine directorial job, 
l lw (·lo~ing moments; tht• film should have hut hP also plays the punk who gives 
g-ot l<·n a halli. also ... an acid hath... Nicholson a .. hloody nose." E;ven if the film 
W<•'rl' ha<"k on lh"e quali~y trail with it.self wasn't as fantastic as it is, it would. 
1 ht· midpoint of the program. House of· he worth it just to hear Jerry Goldsmith's 
Wax is among t.h<' best of Vincent Price's s<·ore. Chinatown features some of the 
h•.11-ror Vl'nturl's. It takes place, as ·you ht·st. movie music ever composed, which 
m1g-l\l haw g-uesiwd, in a wax museum. only enhances the fact that this is an 
I h ownl'f (J'ril"l?) is deformed facially in .a absolutely brilliant · film, definitely · · a 
fin· ht• starl<•d in order l.o C(?l!ect "must-see" ,pil"ture. · 
insuram·t·. Wdl, now he's a little 
dt•nwnt«·d, and he does a few kinky 
1 hinl{s ... likl' killing various folks and TrII8 WEEKEND'S GUIDE: 
prP.,l'rving t ht•m in wax. The pretty 
h<·roinc, playl'd hy Phyllis Kirk, suspects Halloween· Film Festival, Tonight (Thurs- : 
1 hat sonwl l1111g·s up wht•n she-finds her clay) at 7:30 p.m., Union Cafeteria; FREI-~! 
roommal<· among the_ mannequins, and 
sh1· rnmt•s 'Jl'ry <·los<~ to hcing turned into Chinatown, Satti'rclay and Sunday at, 7 and 
a hii.:- l'andl<• lwrsl'lf. House. of Wax is !1::m p.m.; one dollar (In T-102). 
g<•nuirwly a run movit•, and if _V<!U loolr 
close _vo11·11 s<•t• om• or today's big stars NEXT WEl';K'H COMING ATTRACT-
lurking- a-; Prit·P·s ht•nchman. (Hint: in IONS: 
1 hi~ on<·. hi- has a dil'ft•rent kind or "Death 
Wish.") . Thurs. and Fri.: Thl' Brian's Song of 
Till' 1·l,1sing pair of-movic>s in tonight's has<·hall...Robprt DPNiro and Michael 
F<--;t i\ al art• Strait Jacket, starring Joan Mori:rrt.y in Bang- the Drum Slowly. 
( 'r,rn ford, I >iam· Baker and a rath1•r deadly 
ax1·, an<I The.Old Dark House with Tom Sat. and Hun.: A grotcs11uely modern 
l'o~lon (whic·h doesn't r(•ally indicate- that I wist. on an old.old story--Andy Warhol's 
1 h<• filn~ is a paneli~t gamP-,show! but if X-ratl'rl Frankenstein:· · · 
Steve Gold.· •• 
·tiv.e··-;)nd. 
-,~color 
onthe-
Radio· 
by Corey·.Taylor The chance paid off, both for -the 
. station and for Steve. During one of his· 
"It's Gold, Live and In Color ... " on the !~ints as a_ -substitute D.~ •• the :s~tion 
radio. As a matter of fact.Steve. Goldstein informed hun . that · the . time . sfot v.:as 
was on the- radio at a time wheri most of permanently his. For his- entire semor 
us were thinking about.S.A.T's. _ year in high school, Steve was_ "The Gold" 
Steve Goldstein was a boy in a wo_rld of W estcheste~ County, , . " 
of men. As he says, "I was lucky, I got a Gold admits, that working ~t WICB 
big break." ~as been a ch~llenge .for hi~. As he ,say~, 
Goldstein (known as "Gold" on the _When I ~rst ~ton the ~1r at WVOX, I . 
radio) worked~ at WVOX, a station in . was the k1d-tal~m~ to adults. Here, I have 
Westchester,· before coming to Ithaca to relear.n e_vl:!fyt~mg. to t!lk to ~eople-~y 
College. Steve admits that going t~rough own. ~ge, 5ut sti\~ not sound eighteen. 
liff) with two last names can get. hectic. T_hey really don t want . t?. /rear, an He . says, "I might change my name e1g~te~n-y~ar-old; . th.~y .~ant·' fo heat_ a 
. because I don't think it's practical going goo~- d~~c Jockey who s g:omg to play the · 
around in life with two names. So I think music they _want. .. ~nd pr~~~nt 'It well. 
eventually I might. change it, alth~ugh my But. you'r.~- still shooting for a __ di!fe~ent 
- P.;trents aren't too hot on the idea. I'm not audience. ._ · -_ -
_ r~ally serious abou.t it yet though." By _As_ ~ freshman !t,. college, . Ste~.e ( 
any·· name, Steve was still one of the ;ic!,_mt~ 1t s ~ n~w exper1e~ce but notes, I -
youngest disc jockeys i.n th_e count~y while: en.Joy it; I hke •t~P here. St1:ve says th~t 
working at WVO)h. As a 17-year -old on although he en3oys college, ,so fa~, his.' 
the air, it _changed his personality. He c~urses hav~ been less than_h~ s expect~~-_ 
noted, ''This is one thing I find the most I kno~ ·t_h1s ~o.unds egobst1cal, but 1t s 
difficult to adj1.1st to and wish it wasn't no~ egot1st~cal- 1t s fact. I_ ~now so muc~ of 
_ quite that way. _ A lot of people this stuff·r1ght ~ow'. tha~_ 1t s a waste of my 
think to some extent and some more than money, a waste of my time and a waste of 
others, that I'm egotistical. But, the thing .their __ time. T_h~y haven't made any -
is they're treating me differently. In high prov~s1ons for eqmvalency tests of.bypas-. 
si;hool people would .say, · 'Hey, Gold, sing some of the stuff an~ it's annoying. 
•1ow's the voice? Are you gonna play a As- far as some of the courses go, I can 
ccord for me tonight?' But that's not the sho_w t~em or play them some of my w?rk, 
way you'd walk up to John Doe, your which 1s much m~re adv~nced t~~n thmgs 
friend, and say 'How's it going?'. They're they have me d~mg •. lt;s m~t~r1~l that I 
putting you in another world· and you~re _ know J>ecause .Ive b~en _domg 1~. The 
supp_ose.d to respond with 'Well, the radio rnurse~ ar~ well-~e~1~e!! }or a- _p~rson 
biz is o:K.' or ·something like that. And if wh~ has never be~n. u;ivolv~d wit~ the 
· you start talkiiig about the radio at all, cqwpment. But they are leaving a._ big g;;p 
even though they ask you the question for the person· who· has·· exp,enence. 
-'How,-s VOX?' and you respond 'Oh,. VOX Steve ~oted !h~t t~ld~g a ~ginners 
is pretty good,' if you say any more than course_ 1~ _Rad1o·'J:'.V ~s l~e _taku~g 12th 
that, they.'re calling you an egotist.;• grade SQC1al Studies. a.II over agiµn. He 
8teve' adds, "People didn't realize it- was added that some provision should be ma~e 
. impossible for- me not to talk about _ my for the advanced Freshman .. TV-Radio 
_ radio work. I spent half m_y life down at studen_t. : ~e noted that,. th.ey (the 
: the station."_ Goltl(stein)'s break into ~mmumca_t1o~s _?ep~rtmen~) are.:closed-
radio came when he was doing a prc,>gram mmde~ abou~ •t: · __ . 
for his high school and ~OX. , _ _ ;,' · S1hc_e he s ~en at .~ICB, the -y~r~e 
Following his stint as· host pf' the -~old ... hve and m ~olor . has co111e.1r ,o 1~s 
program, Gold began an apprenticeship at own. When asked if.he th.?ught he uses 1t 
the station and-soon- was responsible for too _,muc~,'. he_ repli~d, ·. None_.of. ~our 
all WVOX. public service s~ows. . The husmess, 1i:i his own ·P~r:,onable _fashion;. 
station program director.took Steve under - Gold can be_~eard hve an~ m~color 
his wing at what Steve calls "a big r!sk." every Monday night froll! 10 pm to 2 am 
Steve ad~s. "Hell, he put a 17 year old on and each Saturday ~_ormng froi:? ,7 to l~ 
thl· air. That's crazy, it's lunatic; he took a am. As he say~ after e~ct~~~· . Im g01? 
ch:mrc." . ' - home now. fm Gold hve and m color; Ill 
' be talkin' to ya;"· _: .. ~ 
·uNu·s.uA·L Gifts WICB-TU Features·· This weekend,--.-- WICB-TV bi;ings· · special programmiµg .~ Cable Ch~ne, 7. - · · · · 
On Saty~4ay at--7:00 poi,-the Itnaca Co~ge, .. 
/ 
-- J • 
. . . 
the aron shoj,. Special -Proeranis 
DOWNTOWN lt'HACA '272• 5JOI 
, .. 
-
Welcome-to. 
The0ne:&·on1· -· 
- - . - . - Y. 
~ .. ~rJ~ 
· t Chinese Paintings .t Orjenl,;tl Rugs 
twood Block Prints .• Orien1al8i'ontes . 
. tOrienfal Jad~ & J~w~•·• Orientat·~riture. 
t New Fall-Gi_flCollec~oi, tChlnese'.Clolsom~-.-
... _. . - ' . ..... . 
The finest and"largest coll~tion· . 
-· , in·een..-.. ~~vtwk . _- · .. --.,; · . 
RL.13 fn,eadowatGreen) -· 'A . -- . .i 11:00•&0C)Monciav-s.iurdav .. 
-Appra~~~ :- ... · -........... ~.:-' ·....- · . 
. ~V,,!!i,~"5=00--- ,.-. ·.,, .,-
,, . 
... _,_4 __ -- -- -- . 
,,' : ~ -. . . --~ . .. - . ,, . " 
Bombers try to remain ~ae~ated. p'Ja¥ing·against .. 
Hobart Coll.ege. -:Mike. Whittemore wil_l give the 
play-by-play while Frank-Cuce·.offers the .color . 
commentary. · - . · _-. 
· · _ Then on·$unday,'.-evening, WlCB will_.'feature-. 
the· second annual·'production of !'The."·Tirnight·. 
Show" with Fred Raker ~.Johnny Carson, a~ 9:00,· 
pm .. The .. gu~. all.portrayed:by~tudents; will be.· 
Joan, Er:n~ry,Myron · Houdini, Carol Way.ne,,and . 
Br: .Paul Ehrlich.· Featured will.be. E!i-Mt:Mahon,- ·. -
Tommy N~wsom a.nd the Mig~_fy- _ Carson Aft -
Pla'Yers.. . -- ·- - "°':,l'_,.-.;~· .. .;:c~ ,: H ....... - •• - ~-•• -
. Both ·programs are entirely:student~run and-... 
bro:idcasffrom the-i!ellege's $c~O(}l-_9f,Q5inin~nica-. :. 
ti~n~: _.. .. : ·_ ){.-,.--, 
·< 
,-. 
·~ ·- ' .. -
._Pl_ay R•1iie~ 
•B~Pn Yes~ePcday': 
l;~~,rt,ini~g,To_day 
•• ... ;- i ' . ... . . • . : 
·. '.·.~NoeDe::J.;Burk~ ._. 
,..,':-· .. ' ' 
J ~ ... 
. A film _rµn: ~ack~s serves to open the 
Ithaca College Drama Department's professional 
- pl'Qductions.of Bo~ Yeste~y by Garson~- · 
·-The play is well-polished and worth · seeing if only. 
· for Priscilla Entersz's portrayal ~f Billie Dawn. 
The original dumb·blonde is..pmtected, from ·her -
voir.e to her co_uri~ing with- ~gers to. her he~. 
Harry Brock;~- played by Williani Came!,"Oll, is 
another asset to the play. Moving well on sta~, 
· ·· his harsh voice and crass manners ·_create that 
American phenomenon, the-succ~~sful, uneducated 
businessman. The ease of these two actors in their 
··· - roles carries· the play against a background of less 
typiea_I yet one-dimensional ·characters. FrancisC(J -. 
Lagueruela as alcoholic lawyer Ed Devery is well 
d~veloped, managing extreme dissipation wit~out 
se_ntimentality. · His stiff __ walk and mottled 
complexion help convey his brqj{en C!)ndition .. Paul 
Verrall, the New Republic writer played by Robert 
S. Wetherhead:is awkwatd!and dull until later in 
the- story. when with a bloody. nose he becomes 
·human. Barbara Seide~ as· Mrs. Hedges does a 
good job; as .Senator Hedges, _John Hutton makes 
JitUe impact. Charles :Qrescia's-Eddie- Brock is an 
amusing G-man. - · 
Congratulations · are in order - to Donald 
Creason and his crew for· the set which is a 
beautifuf representation of a liotei suite complete 
with chandeliers and iniricate molding. The three --
levels of the set ·_are· used well and the hanging 
mirror, adds an interesting visual effect.,_ . Lighting 
is good, ·-and the gradual accumulation of books, 
papers and a·nionstrous dictionary help to convey 
the passage of ~ime. _. .- ; ', 
While.energy is generally high, one of Verrall's 
speeches is pedantic. The · solemn view of 
democracy present~d is ironic, due to our present 
day disillusion with that sanctified ·institution, the 
press (as wel,1-as with business ·and government). 
The overt moral message is shadowed by the more 
current implications of'Billie's re-education. ·Hers 
is a step towards the emancipation of women from 
. the' oppression of society. . 
Director Earl McCarroll does an excellent job 
- on · the play; its smooth development tells a 
'typically American story witli typical characters, 
· · plot · and setting- that pr.ovides for a -very 
- -entertaining eyening. · · 
~w1CB-TV 
Sunday, Nov. 2, 1975 
"Channel 7 
7:00 NEWS :scENE- Jeff Scheidecker and Nick 
Drinker. report the news, -and Frank quce covers 
s~rt_s. 
7:30 VICTORY AT SEA- A history of the Navy's 
involvement in World War II. 
8:00 ITHACA DANCEMAXERS. 
8:30 ITHACA TIMEPIECE- The earliest inhabi-
tants of Ithaca, the Iroquois, 'are discussed by Roy 
Schneck and hostess Pat Higgin_s. · , 
' 
· 9:00 THE TONIGHT SHOW- Fred Raker portrays 
,, Jo~ny- Carson in this-student production::-.'~vith 
·guests, Joan Embery, Myron Houdini; Dr. _Paul 
Ehrlich,· Carol Wayne,: Ed· McM_ahon, ~-Tommy_ 
Newsom.~ and the Mighty Carson Art Players are 
.also featured. · · 
. r 
MOVIES 
JN·JTHACA 
- . 
Cine~--Ends Tonight (Thu.rs.): Undercovers 
· ·· Hero (R): Peter Sellers plays a man who likes 
- hookers. ·. In . fact, he plays SU' men who like 
hookers. Now, .that's what we call a real lilting! 
7:15, 9:15 pm . 
· Starts Tomorrow (Fri): Alice Doesn't, Live 
Here Anymore (PG): Ellen Burstyn stars as a 
newly-widowed mother who .sets out to make it as a 
singer. but starts out as a waitress. She won an _ 
Oscar, and the film has won endless praise.· 7:15, 
9:15 pm 
Temple-·Let's Do It Again (PG): Sidney Poitier 
and Bill Cosby tea~ up again, along with Jimmie 
"J.J." Walker. Whether or not the 'movie is 
"Dy-No-Mite," we don't know. 7:00, 9:00 pm 
Ithaca--Lisztomania iR): Ken Russell and Roger 
Daltrey of "The. Who" teamed up earlier this year 
for Tommy, In their second collaboration, Daltrey 
plays--a strung-out · Franz Liszt who's always 
thinking "See Me, Feel ¥e." 7:00, 9:00 pm 
Stnte~-Ends Tonight: Earthquake (PG): -.This can 
be summed up in a warning to Charlton Heston and 
Ava Gardner-ready; set, duck! In_ fact, you might 
- also hee«j that warning. 7:0o,· 9.:15 pm -
Starts Tomorrow: King of Hearts (R): Alan 
Bates stars in this modern-day classic. 7:00 ·9:00 
pm 
MUSIC BOX 
The· fo\lowing events will be presented in 
Walter Ford Hall this week: 
Tonight (Thursday], 8:15 pm- Ann Lynn 
.· Mille_!',.,Piano. Sonata J!J E-flat Major, Op. 7 J>y 
Beetho\'.en; Sonate by..Janacek; Sonata in F minor, 
Op. 5 by Brahms. 
Friday, I pm· Jill ·Avergun and Susan Dunton, 
flute; Mark Tomion and Danae Simmons, piano; 
Jacqueline Stern and Christine Abel,' cello; Diane 
Caltabiano and Heidi Merritt, soprano; James 
Tanner, tromb_one. 
Saturday, 2 pm- Susan Daniels, flute. Sonata in E 
minor by Bach; Plec~ pour Flute Seul by Ibert; 
Jouers de Flute by Roussel; Sonata for Flute and 
Piano by Hindemith;_Mozart's Quartet in D Major, 
K. 285 with assisting string trfo. 
Saturday, 3 j~- Byron Comier, graduate lecture 
recital; "The English Horn: Development and 
Literature." Works by Bach, Marj;ini, Honegger 
and Tho_m,..,so.n,_ ....,-________ _ 
SCHEDULE FOR CHANNEL 6 
NOV. 4-6 
--7:30 NEWS SC~NE- campus news, sports and 
activities. 
7:45 SKIER'S ISLAND· it's getting near that time 
of year again. 
8:00 THE TONIGHT SHOW- Joan Embery, 
Myroµ Houdini, Carol Wa~ne, The Mighty Q_arson 
' Art Players, Ed McMahon, Dr. Paul Ehrlich, and of 
course Johnny!! 
. 
9:00 FLASH GORDON (Tues. and Thurs. only) 
VICTORY AT SEA '(Wed. only) 
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-Record-Reuiew-
,eWishl-Vou -
Were Here~ 
by Warren Mandel 
After a three year absence from the music 
scene (with the exception of A Nice-Pair which was 
comprised ctf old material), Pink Floyd has corre 
out of hiding. 
. Following their highly successful Summer '75 
tour, it seemed only a matter of time before a 
"new" Pink Floyd album would grace our record 
racks. Pink Floyd has fulfilled that expectation 
with the release of Wish You Were Here, their first 
new album since 1972's Dark Side of the Moon 
made them a household word among the "heads" of 
America. . 
Listening· to Dark Side of the Moon became 
synonomous with getting stoned; the two went · 
hand in hand. Then again, the album was a 
mind7expanding experience in itself. Using a 
synthesizer in conjunction with other instruments, 
Pink Floyd created an album unlike anything ever 
heard before. As this unique "sound" became 
synonomous,with getting high, Pink Floyd became 
synonomous with that "sound." One expected all 
the rest of the their music to be like Dark Side of 
the Moon. 
.\s band member Dave Gilmour related to a 
reporter once, Pink, Floyd's musical creativity had 
been stifled, and they had become entrenched in a 
rut, which they seemingly wanted to get out of. 
Therefore, an expectation of something new and 
different was anticipated on their next alb_um. 
Wish You Were Here pushes Pink Floyd 
deeper into that rut. One could conceivably call it 
Son of Dark Side of the Moon. It is a musical· 
rehash. It seems that Pink Floyd realizes this;-they 
are cashing in on it at the expense of the public, and 
flaunting it at the same time. This becomes evident 
through much of the lyrics: in Hav~ a Cigar, the 
lyrics say, "The band is just fantastic, that is really 
what I think, Oh by the way which one's 
Pink'?" ... obviously a reference to Pink Floyd. The 
-song further says: "We're just knocked out. We 
neard about the sell-out. You gotta get an album 
out, You owe it to the people .. And did we tell you 
the name of the game, boy, we call it "Riding the 
· Gravy Train." . 
This verse almost sums it up: "sell-out" 
seemingly refers to'their sellout concerts; and the 
· following line is self explanatory, while "Riding the 
Gravy Train" is just what it sounds like: exploiting 
a sourc~ of easy money. 
Pink Floyd ·put this album out because it was 
what the peole expected of them, and not 
necessarily what they themselves wanted. They 
let us know exactly how they feel about it: You 
wanted this, here-·it is. Their motto might be: sit 
back and enjoy it, while we make money on 
unartistic, unoriginal "new'.' music~ 
I'm not saying Wish You Were Here isn't 
enjoyable; quite the contrary. If you are into Pink 
Floyd or getting stoned or Dark Side of the Moon, 
or any combination of the three, then you will 
probably like Wish You Were Here. 
Interestingly enough, Shine On You Crazy 
Diamond opens and closes the album. Parts 1-V 
are at the beginning and Parts VI-IX come at the 
___ end, trying to lend some sort of continuity to the 
album as a whole. It does, to a point. 
Overall, Wish You Were Here is creatively 
uninspired, to say th_e least, but it is Pink Floyd ~ 
we have come to kriow them_ over -the past few 
yf;ars·. To· their credit; they have sueceeded in 
' - . ' . creating an album that does well in following the 
9:30 ITHACA TIMEPIECE- interesting documen°. ~nre)>f- Dark Side Of The Moon; in the words of 
f:ru"Y on historical It~aca·. - 'Roger Waters on Slµne .On You Crazy Diamond: 
· "And we'll. bask in the -shadow of yesterday's 
10:00 NEWS SCENF;__ · triuni h ... " 
.---........ -----------:.------------, 
. I0:00: ·NEws·s~ ... A.summ~-of loci~d 1· -~!:ltur~ay,_-N9v. 1,)9751- •. ;t ·· 
national ~ws. ~ . . · · : - Channel 7 1 ._ - • - - ,. • • 
l0:-15 ,.ALL K~~--~F ·PEOPLE-. ~ost, Fran~ ·_7:00~ FOOTBALL:,:·,· · ---,"-. : · \ 
Carpano talks --with· KirbY,/E(Jmttnds -about the': J.C.· vs. H~bart _ - :··· 
Ithaca Youtli Bureau;,_.· · : · . 1 ,·'. · · - _ •. c .-._ 
- ··· - ··.-:'.. . ,. . . -· QUELQUES SPECIALITES 
. . 
s.;,~Ml\§e 
-. 1"ERRll'l~.D,E;'.-_fOIE GRAS TRUFFE 
-ESCARGOTS DE BOURGOGNE -
SAUCISSON A L'AIL 
ONION SOUP GRA TINEE OR VICHYSSOISE 
TOURNEDOS BEARNAISE 
DUGKLl~G FLAMBE 
. VEAL LOIN·_ CHOP EN PAPILLOTE 
RAc1<;9i=' LAM~ PERSILLE 
<AA1Nsow.TROUT ·Au v1N ROUGE 
-ff4~W~~ 
1152 DANBY ROAD 
273-3464 
. DESSERT· .. TRril..LEY 
.t...,.;_·11111·..,, 111,"_..-_,.· '!"'·_,:• ... -·· .,.~..,-~· .:0' 'sl. ,·!sl'!"ll!'!!"!!!W!l!'!'!MP'P.!'~ffl'ff..,."'"n!~'-9!!'11'lffl~~~l'!f!'!'l!'f!!11'1'!1~:~•~•.:.•!f.~• 
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Cl,assijied ads are free for the Ithaca 
College community and must be submitted in 
wn"ting by 4 pm Tuesday prec;eding Thursday 
publication. C!,assified ads are $2. 00 per thirty 
words per insertion for all. those outside the 
Colleqe commutiity. Due to the availability of 
space, free personal. classifieds '!(Jill be printed 
on 11 first-submittnl, first-printed basis. 
~J~~;~~s;JJ 
For Sale: 
Luscious chocolate satin 
gown with crepe. Has apricot 
jacket. WARNING! Don't 
bother to call if you're not willing 
to turn yourself into a stimula-
ting "Sweet STicky Thing"! Also 
if you're flat above the waist. 
Size 10 only. Call Betty x566, or 
273-9534. after 5 pm. · 
Sherwood 7100-A Receiver, 20 
watts/channel: excellent condi-
tion. Call Jon, 273-0709. 
I )unham Hiking Hoots. Good 
('ondition. Size 7. Price 
m•gotiahl,•. ('all Hetsy -x.58(i or 
272-:W-t!l. 
'\1•t•d a ride to We_st (;he1,t-
t•r, l'a for Thanksl,riving vaca-
tion".' ('Onta('t Uave Priester 
~77-:l!lkfl 
· .\n, om• nt•eding a ridt• to Esst•x 
("o."- !'louth Orange area- for 
Thanbgh·ing varation, contart 
rnan1• 272-:Jk54. Time leaving 
and rt'lurning is negotiable. 
Kazoo-SM AP 
Jerry 
Kazoo-Death by Reefer 
10/19/75 
ment. Call Randy at x.585 or 
273-9545. 
Dear Kathy, 
Happy anniversary. 
for- eve.rything. 
Love,'Larry 
Thanks 
Ithaca Happenings is heard· on 91 
ICB Sunday evenings from 6:30 
to 7 pm. 
Linda, 
I really miss being able to 
use. my_ animal cracker pocket-
book. 
Cindy 
There is a big rat in Lan.don Hall 
It lives by the stairs nelll' the 
Health Center wall 
From the balcony view 
You can see it's shoo shoo 
So watch out where you walk one 
and all · 
Martini and Rossi, 
say, yes!!! 
305 
To the Foosbail Champeens 
I DO NOT WISH TO BE 
SCROOGED, EVER! 
. Sal-de-Mange 
Leslie, 
Your D.A. needs :work. 
The origiual'D.A •. · · 
To Johnny Appleseed: 
Our room smells nice. 
They're coming in on Monday to 
dip back the trees. 
.Your roomie 
20'sCLUB TONIGHT. ·. 
Dance To The __ Mu$iC of: 
M-ANZANITA 
Thursday, October 30, 
Room To Brea the 
.,, 
-
Room To Dance 
Poodles beau-
The 31st is soon. Wanta. 
carve a popkin? We'll ~e it 
scary. 
Sal ' 
No Hare- . , 
You're outta here. 
Gone 
Tooth Decay· 
Loosen up. 
Bo Sox 
Miracles· 
If this is college - I'm sorry. 
Ho-Bi 
To the Galloping Gourmet from 
tht• Gardens. 
3 strikes - you're out. 
The Phillies 
Coil-
What do you think you are · 
the United Nations? 
AL 
l:C. (.;rew, 
The London Rowing club 
would like to wish the Ithaca 
College Crew the best of luck in 
their upcoming regattas. Rowing · 
on the · 'fhamers has been SUI'· 
t'essful and ·we wish t_he same on 
the inlet. 
l..lt.C. 
Cindy, 
Yickiiy-Yack-Y ack-Yack. 
Yackity-Yick-Yick-Yick . 
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 
Marianne 
Uoom-mate, 
Have another nip of South· 
ern Comfort and you'll turn into 
Janis Joplin too. ·· 
Room-mate 
l)ear Joanne, 
Grando-Pendayo's are not 
hard to come by: 
'fhe Shoo-Shoo Gang 
{ 
Amazin - Raisins, 
Good I,uck at the Head. Top 
Ten! 
' si" and cox 
('actus-
No hard feelings. 
Stitch and Weed 
S.A.P. , 
LAGFU Tonight! 
Balcony Buddies 
Dear FlegtnaS, 
I'm asking you not to bug me 
To April ancl Corey, 
Roses are Red, 
Violets are Blue, 
/ 
When God thought of love 
He created you two, 
Happy one year anniversar. 
l,ove, Judi and Andy 
/ 
anymore. ·,.Tricia--~'.._..,-~:-.:·.·,·· 
Love, your R.A. 
H.B. 
8B· To H.P., 
How can yo~ live with such a 
B.B~?· 
· Johnny Appleseed's roomie 
Lob loves at 21. . 
HAPP_Y BIRTHDAY PATl'Y! 
Lobster-_ Happy 21. · 
Love, weed, catcus, Grill, 
stitch, spider, Po· and.Di. 
. Dearest Schmutz, 
llappy 20th! I hope the next 
20 are a little bit easier for you. 
ThllllK you for the past, th·e 
present, and our future, 
With love, Different 
To the Moron, 
When are you moving? 
Cowboy 
To the girl who is pictured'in the 
- , upper right corner on page 193 of 
SEAFOOD SPECIALTY- ' the 1975 Ca~-1 think you're 
It's comin' up · the big day. . · beautiful fd Jove to meet you. 
AU of the trools will be out to Barry x749. or 273-9895 
extend tileir b-day wishes. 
Happy 21, Lobster! 
Love, Pricker 
Dear T.A.: 
I love you... kiddo!!! . I'm 
really going to miss you this 
weekend. Sorry I ·can't be with 
you to celebrate Halloween - did 
.rn~ get my,card? now you know 
why!! 
Love,'your habit 
Dear Addict: 
I'm sure my goose will.neyer 
get cooked while your chef - but 
,-t•ep trying!! 
your addictive habit 
ltt•ar XET: 
I LOVE IT!! -
l,0ve,.Habit-forming ·: · .. 
' ,,. ) 
Girls-. 
Witches, Warlocks, ·Gouls 
and Goblins- Let's take our 
annual ride on the 30th., It'~ time . 
to let the spirits Dy even higher. 
We'll really be outta here then! 
See y'all on Mars! 
HAZEL 
Hi DUMP, 
How do you like that name 
for you? Schmuck is getting to 
be unoriginal. 
_ TRASH 
·Jeff-
Stay on your restricted diet! 1 
No How, 
No Way, 
No ~lace!! 
Mom 
Sue, 
' . Good Luck, Saturday. 
Loye and Fa~th Bob. 
AnumnRaisins- . 
All the way to the finals - we 
can do it. 
. six and COX 
Margie Swenson 
Whotheheckahyas? 
26-5-7 
Craig S. 
Happy, 'happy Birthday!!! I 
don't want you to leave next 
~~~~~ea:_~4'_1ease stay. Who will 
I talk to·=Monday nights? 
The Girl who didn't come to 
dinner. ...-/ 
There,will· be a meeting of gay 
people, organized by The G,ay 
People of l,C; this and every 
Sunday at 7:00 p.m. in. the 
DeMotte Room. 
Dear Elmer and Mo, 
·Hello, sailor. Thanks mucb-
ly for the publicity. Maybe now 
I'll have to start -barricading my _ 
door. Here's to surrendering the 
things of youth. -· 
Ricardo, The Wild-One 
Neets and Belfry, 
ANNOUNCING'_ Happy Halloween. Is it trµe that AMF brings ·out the best in 
you? WRITE! 
, I 
. \ 
' 11 
·, 
STEAK . Love, your old room.ie p.s. is the 5 of diamonds still haunting you?!' · 
ARO·. M.-·_;A:~~il~!!1:'::.i-myaddressis6 . ._ ·westridge Curt in U.City.1 Is it ·· '.'aneet me in • St. · Louie" at 
· · ·; - ·. Christ01as? Good luck on crew •. · 
. _· C:..04L.· £BEG. -E, .· , Love;am~. 
Becky~ Robin and Carol, _. 
, · Cheers! land_ Borstcb} 
.AVE. / 
BEST-STE;_AK 
IC Crew and Amazons too 
1975 wjl) be-the best season 
yet. i'll be··tbinking of you in 
l~ondon.· Love and Luc~· 
A,myN • in town. 
Dinnt'n,; .. -.. 
1-"it°'-·t Mif!_m_1n •. 
. . . 
NO ADMISSION-NO COV.ER · 
so~MixedDrink,Special ALL-Night 
·2s~ Drafts Till 9:30 · 
I ~ \\". j"' , Si-rl oin ~t"t.·ak,. 
F~i_t>d ~hrimf .. 
. _·,_G,:.J. L~. ~- i ·.-·:; . . • ' . 
. ·. ·_t,: >f':.caii't"b~lieve you: What 
~ext· i~. going'· t, ha~pen? :The 
excitemflnt never ends. . . 
· L,-Sue yow: london r.oomie 
134 W. State St. '100stepsbehind theHAUNT'.-
YOUR BEST DEAL DOWNTOWN-CHECK IT OUT 
,- -Pork t.·h<~p~ ... 
BREAKFAST. 
SERVEttDAILY 
Stef,. ___ . .. 
write me a· line jn, Lo11:~on· I 
.don't-know-your adclreesf. .· . 
. tor,e •. Monk ' · · 
,,. ... '. 
. ....-· 
·-
j 
. :~ 
' .' ~: ·, ; .. ) .. , 
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MONDA·Y • SATURDAY 
9:30 A.M.•5:00 P.M. _ 
: ·,,..: 
:• ·,: 
Department Managers' Sale 
SALE ENDS THIS SATURDAY... SUPER VALUES IN EVERY DEPARiMEfNJY 
------------- ·--------- - ------------
8 uci I la kni-tting 
:::---'-'"-..,,,,~ worsted 4oz.skein, 1 59 
~- reg. 2.00 • 
,,,~;=-~ Was~able ~irgin wool for making fa.shions, 
/ ·1 \ \ / 
· 1 t ·. 
/ . I 
afghans, toys and much more. Approx. 270 
yar_ds to a skein. In. red, beige, blue, rose, bla~¼, 
emerald, white, navy, gold, royal, wood brown 
and natural heather. 
formal 
gown 
bag reg. 4.00 
Jo 19 
Heavy duty vinyl 
with side zipper 
opening. Holds up to 
three garments from 
dust and damage. 
Ideal for home 
storage or for travel. 
Generous 24x66" size. 
Angel. Tread slippers 
. . 
values 2.50-3.00 1.99 
:Y '·! II 
Comfortable slippers fashioned by Barry in scuff 
or ballerina styles. An assortment of prints, solids 
... discontinued patterns only, some irregulars in 
,r:~\ accent scarfs reg.3.00 1. 99 (~ ~ro a beautiful array of colorful prints 
'\}_-:!.JI and solids colors. washable 
/~:~.:. acetate. 24" and 18" squares J,~L,-.. # - •• .- toweararoundtheneckoro~ 
JJ.,~ 1 ~- top of your pretty hairdo ... 
" a nice gift idea , too. 
------------------··--
f u II lengt~ reg, 20·00 14. 99 
fleece robes 
Washable, warm Arnet fleece styles with 
beautiful detailing, excellent 
workmanship. In three style~. button-front· 
or zip-front, they fall gracefully to your 
ankle. Fashioned by a well known 
manufacturer, now at special OMS 
savings! Red, blue and green, sizes 10·18; S-
M-L. 
nylon tricot 
loungewear J. I .. ; • : \ 
. . '. ~ .. ?, "'.>-) group. reg. 17.00 1 O O 99 Choose from comfortable and pretty swirling 
Caftans, floats or front-button styles in a variety ( 
of prints or print and solid- combinations. ~ 
\ 
. ~ .. {. 
- - ·-
~~~ 
genuine buckskin 
su.ede. pant coats 
reg. 75.00 eact, 4 8 • 9 Q 
Fashioned from choice skins that · 
· are selected for thAir beauty, 
- { 
Flannel Shirts 
reg. 8.00 5. 90 1 I 
('· 
_._---.....,_,__ 
.· \ - ,. , · \ . softness and durab~lity. _Fine 
· · I fashion detaiUng, ea·,;h coat is 
, • i compaetely linea for shape 
: . .. J \r retention. Snap front styling in I 
~r~_-::._.,.., .  _~]. , 1 _ alargeselectionofstyles; z-~-~~YF 
An assorted plaid.and check 
collection in warm, 100% cotton 
flannel. Machine wash and 
dryable. Sizes s-m-1-lXD 
Knit Slacks· 
11'-l!!'"l!II. 0
1 
' , belts, flare bottem and mo~e. • , 0  ~-\ fitted, half belted, without 1 ~-
__,.,.Jff 61 ·; • Navy, rust, gold, brick and i:-:. , ~:~eo-20.00 10.90. 
· . brown , sizes 6 to 18. ! 1,-
• I ·~ 
' I -~ ,-
Famous make, impeccably 
tailored slacks of 100% 
:1 ! . ~ · , .,, · polyester. Machine wash, 
-r---r '-- ! .-, -· Jtumbledrythemandsaveon 
'r : cleaninq bills. Flare leg styling. Solids and 
.. 
,' . 
________ patter:ns, size~ 32·4_2. __ .. -· ·--- _ ..-
Helen Harper·· 
ac__ryli.c sweater 
.:fa.sh ions 
reg. tc. I? .00 7.99 
.· . ~, .. Nylon Snorkel 
· .,, ~Ir· ;/ • coats I ,:0, 30,00 21. 90 
·.~ .-_ i Feature wind protector flaps 
-'· ~ · below and above zippers, 
'•:);?;;: t~rrit.cuffs,. drawstrings 
· , waiSt, double elbow -
patches and lots of 
ockets;fiberfill 
. quilted linings. 
-· Adjustable hood 
. ~:with full length zipper~ 
.. , .. ' ·Na.vy or olive. Boys' 
'l . -· .. 
-;< sizes·, 8.-..18; men's, s-:nl • 
- , .. ~ -.--·~-···:::-.·· -· . ,:··.· 
- - ~-· . ' ~ ,. . ·. . ...... 
• ...J ,· 
. , -.. , ' 
. . ~-, 
• ~ '' ,• ' • : ' • .'. .L. ,. ~. •• ' ' • 
I i" 
WICB 
AM61~FM9l 
WICB News Director Jeff Scheidecker has 
announced that complete -coverage of the local and 
state election returns will begin with hourly 
reports from 6 to 9 pm. At 9 pm, 91 ICB will 
present Election '75 coverage, co-anchored by Beth 
Longware and Jim Gratton. Covering the 
democratic headquarters will be Maggie Gribbroek 
and Sam Shmikler, while Steve Buis and Marty 
Gould will report from the Republican headquart-
ers. On WICB AM 61, 5-minute hourly reports will 
follow the regularly scheduled newscasts. Stay 
tuned to 91 ICB and WICB-AM 61 for the best 
election coverage in Ithaca. 
· E~ch wee~day from 5 to 6 pm o~.W_ICB-AM 61; 
. the best of,Old Time Radio.Shows are.presented./ 
Included 'among these claefsiciiare. "Amos n ~· Andy''; 
"The Shadow", "Blondie and Dagwood", and many 
more. For ._the best. in Old Time ltfulio, tune to 
WICB AM ~1 Monday through Friday at 5. 
The WJCB Concert Hall with Host David 
Ginder is heard Sunday mornings from 7 to 9 on 91 
ICB. This week David will feature the music of 
J:S. Bach, Bela Bartok, Carl Ruggles, George F. 
Handel, and Franz Liszt. This week's feature work • 
will be on the piano quintet in A major ("The 
Trout") by Franz Schubert, as performed by 
members of the Vienna Octet. 
Trax is the show offered twice a week on 
WICB AM 61 ~ich features new albums. The 
show is heard every Monday night at 1, following 
the Steve Buis show ..... and every Thursday night 
at 1 following "The Turk". ' [Photo by: Richard Morse] 
George, John, Paul and Ringo ... four guys from 
England w~o have given a new dimension to rock 
music over the past thirteen years. This Sunday 
from 4 to 7 p.m., host Jay Bobbin will feature three 
~oli_d . hours of The · Beatles-collectively and 
md1v1dually-on WICB-AM 61'~ Oldies, Incorpora-
ted. The request line for your favorite Beatie 
songs, during this very special show, will be open 
at x3216 and 274-3216. 
This Thursday, host Marty Gould and special 
guest Mark Kelly .will discuss Paul Simon's newest 
album, "Still Crazy Through These Years." The 
show on Monday will feature Barry Manilow's 
latest LP, "Tryii1g to Get The Feeling". Host 
Marty Gould and WICB-AM 61 air personality 
Steve Buis will be discussing Barry Manilow's 
contributions to the · world of music on this show. 
Women's Ice Hockey President Janet Barr presents her case to 
Stude:tt Congress 'I'uA!.sday night. She pointed out disparities 
between budget allocatwns, 'U.Sing Women's Crew as an example. 
Both the Ice Hockey and Crew budgets were rescinded by Congress 
and sent back to Budget Committee for further evaluation. 
This Fri~ay night, beginning at 8:00 pm, FM 
air personality Mark Kelley presents a special 
six-hour, horror-filled radio program for Halloween 
night on 91 ICB. Your blood will curdle as Peter 
Lorre narrates one of Edgar Allan Poe's most 
chilling stories, "Cask of Amontilliado". Scream 
with Mercedes McCambridge in the lights-out 
classic "The Dark". Thrill yourself, just as Bill 
Cosby did many years ago, with the original 
"Chicken Heart that Devoured the World." The 
climax of ,the evening will be the complete, 
un-edited .version of Orson Welles' Mercury 
Theatre "War of the Worlds." That's Friday, 
Halloween night beginning at 8:00 pm for a full six 
hours of the macabre with Mark Kelley on 91 
WICB. 
Each Sunday night, the Ithaca airwaves are 
filled with.the sound of requested solid gold music. 
Recollections is Ithaca's number one oldies show, 
broadcast from 10 to 2 on both WICB-AM and FM. 
Last week, the requests totaled over 400, one of 
the largest numbers ever recorded. Be sure to join 
host Chuck Reynolds this week for more of the best 
in requested oldies. The numbers to call are 
274-3214, 5, and 6 for your dedications, and 
274-3217 for your taped recollections, exclusively 
on WICB-AM 61, and 91 ICB. 
oooCommission Report 
continued from page one 
' 
and diversified population of 
private institutions, and (3) the 
current and prospective popula-
tion trends of the · State, a 
significantly lower growth rate 
than the rest of the nation." 
Saturday nights from midnight to 3, Josh Vidal 
takes you through' a world of Future Primitive 
music. 91 ICB's Future Primitive features Jazz, 
Latin, and Disco tunes that will round out anyone's 
Saturday evening. Be sure to catch Josh Vidal and 
Future Primitive Saturday nights from midnight to 
3 on 91 ICB. 
their 1976 Statewide Plan,' 
should recommend to the Gover-
nor and the Legislature an 
overall statewide policy for fi-
nancing higher education. · 
The report further points 
out that while the problems 
experienced by educational insti-
tutions may be attributed to 
managerial performance, extern-
al forces and events, and public 
policies, it is the latter point that 
is of particular concern to the 
Commission. "If public policies . 
have contributed much to the 
growth and development of 
higher education in the State, 
they have also been, in part, 
responsible .for some of the 
·problems which :exist," claims 
the Commission. · 
This Saturday, November 1st, Hobart College 
comes in to play the ever-tough Bombers. The 91 !CB offers the greatest operas as sung by 
explosive offense and stingy defense of Ithaca the century's greatest singers on Opera Disc. 1 
College will meet a strong challenge from Hobart Hosts Jim Drake and Joe Tempesta are on hand to 
during this all-important game .. 91 ICB sportscast- tell all about this very special form of entertain-. 
ers Ed Alpern and Eric Friedlieb will be there to ment every Sunday morning from 9 to 10 .. Be, sure 
bring you all the exciting action live. Hear the to tune to 91 ICB for the best of- domestic and·· 
sou~d ~f championship football on 91 ICB Saturday, foreign opera entertainment on Opera Disc.· ... -
begmmng with a ·pre-game show at 12:15 pm. . · · · · · · 
- . - ·w1cB-AM.6l announc.es the.be<Tinriing·· of the 
This wel'k on Ithaca Happenings; host Rich "' 
Turkel will interview Hy Martin, the oresident of Marvel Comics Radio .,Shows; featuring the 
Universal Pictures. Topics of conversation will Fantastic Four. The 5 minute segments will be 
include the role of cinema today, and how it has heard every Monday through Frid~y at 11 pm; 
affected Americans over the years both sodallv :i.nd then, the entire week's series will be heard on 
intellectually. Ithaca Happenings is heard on 91 ICB Sunday evenings from 7 to 7:25. Be sure to tune in 
Sun, day evenings from 6:30 to 7 p.m. to the exciting adventures of the Fantastic Four r _________________ _:b~e~v:::,:in,::n~in'..'.!g~N~ov·ember 10th, on WICB-AM 61. 
Citing enrollment decline as 
a major concern for· higher 
education, the special Advisory 
Commission study reveals that a 
number of other factors have 
generated increasing financial 
problems for the colleges since 
the mid-1960's: general inflation, 
pl~teauing income, demands for 
ad9itional and different educa-
tional programs, expansion of 
prpgrams and admission for 
e~onomically and educationally 
disadvantaged students an~ ;i 
_ large expansion of facilities heav-
ily· fmanced by debt. 
"The impact of these deve-
lopments and factors lias pro-
du~ed, and is likely to continue to 
produce, greater problems in 
New York State," claims the 
report, because of "(1) the sheer 
size of the higher education 
enterprise in the State, (2) the 
rapid" and tremendous growth 
and development of two public 
higher education systems super-
imposed upon an already large 
ITHACA TRAVEL 
UP-COUNTRYS 
Designed to fit the shape of your feet. 
Uppers are made of a soft natural tan 
full grain leather. The ultimate in foot 
comfort - Come in and try on a pair: 
· Two Location& 
t ltbaea ColDIIIOll8 
•Commllllit.Y Col'Ders '\ 
~ ~ 9 p.qt. - TbursdAy 
Let's You Go To 
MIAMI 
Jan. 2,.1976- J·an.ll-; 1976 
FOR O.NL Y $63. 
Luxurious Accomodations 
. Available as low as $·69. 
o.t-Miqmi Beach's 
.M-ARCO POLO HOTEL 
Nvs=-Mlf\MI -Round trip vi a 
' ' . . 
Deluxe Motor Coach 
. ; ' .According' t«S· the study, if 
the total resources of public and 
private instit~tions of higher 
education are to· be used effici-
ently with minimum conflict 
between sectors and maximum 
opportunity for students, public 
policies·mu!'lt be adopted for the 
entire system and all individual 
institutions. 
While projecting declining 
rates of growth of college enroll-
ments between 1975 and 1980, 
the study accents the impact of 
absolute enrollment declines 
during the 1980's throughn 1995 
in full-time undergraduate stu-
dent enrollments from the tradi-
tional age groups. "Retarded 
enrollemtn growth followed by 
absolute enrollment decline will 
exacerbate the problems con-
fronting individual institutions in 
higher educational systems," . 
a_dds the report. 
The Commission emphasizes · 
that financial stress will be 
accentuated for a number of--
years by continued cost increa-
·ses. "Although there are differ-
ences in perceptions of the 
emerging problem few can deny 
the· . basic data on population 
trends and the projections of 
. these trends for -the nation and ·· 
the State of New York for the 
years ahead," states the report . 
While the report is a compil-
ation of the · findings of the 
complete 16-membel'....-Commis-
sion, -,several members of the -
panel indicated dissent from 
some of the recommendations to 
.the· Regents·. 
. 299CAS5 
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- *Groceries • Kegs 
Pany Supplies • Ice 
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18.Memoryof 
Michael Bond 
Photo by Paul Koch 
Time quickly passes by, 
if only we could talk airain 
Someday I hope ru see you smiling 
When you're a free man agam. 
High on a mountain-side 
We laughed and talked of things to come 
Someway I know rn see you shining 
When we're all free men again. 
You left your team, 
For peace of mind 
And something tells me 
You're doing alright 
How are the Angels 
And Mary 
I long to see you 
And be in your company 
Soemday I hope ru see you smiling 
When you're a free man again. 
I often w~~der why 
Our world has gone so far astray 
Someway I know ru see you shining 
When we're all free men again. 
You gave love freely 
To those ·with tears 
You're eyes were sad.when 
You saw the need 
You know that love lasts, 
For etel'.llity, · 
Let's be God's children,· 
And live in perfect harmony. 
Someway I kn~w fll see you shining 
When you're a free man, 
When we're all free men again, 
Submitted by the Ithaca College Football Team 
T otat Proceeds From 
THE HAUNT HALLOWEEN 
PARTY 
·Go To-
' . 
- Mi .a.- ·e1ao d 
. -~-,o,-ia_ , n .. 
, Meinorial·:Schoiarship 
·Fund 
Toniqht 
The·fthacan,:()ct; 30; -1975; Pti13 · · 
Larry Czarneckt ... Lookin~ 
For Another Lambert Bowll 
By Pe~r J. Talbot 
Larry Czrneeki of Nanticoke 
Pa. has been playing varsity 
football hei:e at IC for four years. 
Larry's parents Mr. and Mrs. 
Raymond will visit the Parent's 
weekend game, like most of the 
other games Larry has played . 
... Michael Bond 
[continued from page one) 
anything" said Harry Meshirer, 
defensive end for the Bombers. 
"Everyone is going to miss him, 
on and off the field." 
"Mike was the only guy I 
knew that gave all-100%, all the 
time. Football meant so much to 
him, he worked really hard for it" 
commented defensive back Gary 
Bucci. Pride and dedication were 
the key to Michael's success as a 
person both on and off the field. 
"He was an outdoorsman. He , 
liked to hunt and fish" said Dick 
· Wood, a friend and teammate. 
This past summer Michael 
worked at Benedictine Hospital 
for his Health Administration 
'internship. ' At Benedictine, the 
staff was impressed with his 
ability to relate to others; his 
motivation gave him great po-
tential in the field .he aspired to 
persue. , 
"If you wantto know how to 
be the perfect person, you'd have 
to have known Michael Bond" 
said linebacker Ron DiMartino, 
"He never did anything wrong to 
anyone." Whether yo'!knew him 
well or perhaps just saw him 
working at the Haunt downtown, 
everyone felt close to Michael 
Bond. "He enjoyed Ithaca 
College" Or. William Straub 
said, who was a close family 
friend. When Michaels father 
passed away a few years ago, 
Straub helped to guide him 
through college. 
Coach Butterfield did not 
mention to the men at practice 
what had happened on Monday. 
.....when he was ready to speak he 
said, "A member of the family 
has gone and we have lost a 
brother." His brothers on the 
team, his friends, acquaintances 
and family from Saugerties N. Y. 
have been deeply saddened by 
his tragic_ death. 
There will be a memorial 
service for Michael Bond at 2:00 
p.m. Thursday in the main 
theatre of the Dillingham Center 
for the Performing Arts. An 
alternate service will be held at 
5:00 p.m. in the front room of the 
Chaplains' office at Rowland 
Hall, Ithaca College. The 
Reverend Dale Winters will 
· officiate the service. Funeral 
services will be held Thursday in 
Saugerties. Burial will be in 
Oakland Cemetery, Troy. 
Bomber Defensive Tackle, 
Co-Captain Larry Czarnecki 
Co-captain Czarnecki was 
impressed by Hobart's fullback 
Rich Kowalski, but he added-the 
Bomber defense has only give up 
an average of67 yards per game. 
Larry was drawn to Ithaca 
College by the pysical education 
program. He was offered a 
tryout at UCLA and offers which 
included South Dakota. Larry is 
aware that the pros have been 
looking at him since last year. 
He says, "I'd enjoy it, if I get a 
tryout, I'm definitely going to try 
it. 
When asked about women in 
sports, Larry comented "Well, if 
they can compete fine, I- don't 
think they can compete with the 
· men, but on their own level fine, 
if they could co,npete with the 
men, and could hack it let them 
compete." 
Larry idles are Vince Lom-
bardi, because of his winning 
philosophy and Sam Huff. Larry 
watched as a boy and came to 
admire, and got him interested in 
football. 
With only two regular sea: 
son games remaining Larry feels 
everyone is looking towards the 
playoffs. "We're going to 
Alabama again this year, and 
this time we're going to come 
back with the championship." Of 
course Larry is referring to the 
Amos Alonzo Staff Bowl held in 
Phoenix, Alabama, which is 
significant of the D~vision III 
national championship. 
After graduation Larry in-
tends to either play pro ball or be 
a coach, and Larry is the type of 
person who will accomplish any-
thing he sets out to do. 
'rL.LIVBR.r~ 
TAVMRH 
~7111 .......... 
Tuosday thru Saturday S p.m. ,u I a.m . 
Dinnors S-vod 6:00-G:JO . 
Ro1ervations Aequostecl- Sl9-77lQ 
G&NIIUIOUSCOCllTAIU 
GUATFOOD 
IHILAXiNG A 'l'MOSP~ 
(J tl:.aca -9Lorpe'l a f!top 
ITHACA SHOPPING PLAZA 
273-0600 
H11r-.NA .JOHNS 
')WNER 
Parents Weekend Special 
WES WELLS 
MG~. 
Lonq Stem Roses $10 doz. 
lirri1ted supply 
~~f~!, 
Students! Are You Planning To Ski This Winter? 
If you are, we think you'd enjoy our facilities, 
especially since we have all of the _ ingredients 
necessary to offer you a·run:rilled winter. One way 
to have more fun is to purchase a Student Season 
Pass. One year season passes are available un · 
.November 1, 1975. Remember, Greek Peak Seaso 
Pass holders save'not only at Greek Peak, but __ at 
Killington, Bristol Mountain and Cockaigne Ski 
Areas. Call us at 607-835-6111 er drop us a line 
%Greek Peak, RD2, ~ortland, NY, 13045. We'd be 
happy to discuss icular needs. · 
,-
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- ' p y· ,ReSulti ,From Fi~ld 8-,ckeJ· $i.,t¢S.·· 
· N~ Eastein ;ReJ(i~ll~d'sFor].C. · 
By George_Goodman 
A.B.A. Drops Baltimore opening rotind. The wfuriers or 
In recent years pro basket- those series will then meet the 
ball has been a game of five on first place finishers . in their 
five. Well this year Its been respective divisions for the divi-
changed to four on four, at least sion championships. 
in the Eastern · Division of the Fil!...ally the two · division 
A.B.A. With the recent drop- champs will meet in th·e league . 
ping of the Baltimore Claws (nee final-series for the league title. 
disallowed and penalty stroke round while Brockport went to 
. stopped.· St. Lawren~ goalten· the:.truitch to decide third place. 
In the fifth annual New York · der, Sabine· Mette;· stopped _IC ' . Ithaca. and . Colgate played 
State Women's· Field Hockey captain Tina ·l{]ech'a ·on the eaciif-~ilrer':ffi~liif'other half of 
competition, Cortland State . · penalty stroke, Mette played a this round~ After a scoreless 
came out as the!-victor·· as they . very fine· game in goal and it was first . hair, Ith_aca got on ... · the 
..defeated Colgate.· in a very - because of her that the Bombers scoreboard first. Klecha cut in 
physical fmal ;m_!Jtch_.. · Eve_n· - only got five goals. Mayes· front of the Red Raiders goal - Baltimore Hustlers, Memphis By setting up a system of this 
Sounds, Memphis Tams, Mem- nature the A.B.A. would ·Je'nd 
phis Pros and New Orleans · some credibility to its season 
Buccaneers) the A.B.A. East is instead of playing it for nothing. 
tlfough the score w~ 1-1, opened the second half scoring with the ball. As the ball started 
·Cortland was ·awarded the when she scored offofa scramble to get away from her, Tina dove 
- championship because they had a in front of Mette at 26:23. This · and shot the ball past a startled 
22-9 advantage· in 'short penalty was the fil'..st goal in' a four goal Colgate goalie .. Tina played very 
corner shots; If the game ends in outburst Tn a six minute span. well throughout the tournament. 
a tie, short penalty corner shots Captain Klecha scored IC's third · Bombers' goaltender, Joan 
are tabulated and whoever has goal with a rebound shot off of Shikowitz, continued her·· fine · 
the advantage is declared the her breakaway. Forty-nine play as she shut out Colgate for 
wiriner. seconds later, "Se.tch" Alger nearly sixty-five minutes. But 
now left with only four teams. DeBusschere Mad Smart Move 
Not that there is any significance Even though the dropping of 
in having pnly four temas, there the Baltimore franchise caused 
is a problem! havoc with the playoff system, 
Regular Season Wasted the A.B.A. made the right move. 
A.B.A. Commissioner Dave 
Four teams from eacq divi- Busschere,made a smart decision 
sion (East and West) qualify for in dropping the team. With the 
post season playoffs, thus there poor financial backing the team 
will-be no regular season elimina- had it would have been a 
tion for any Eastern Division detriment to the stability of the 
team. ALL FOUR EAST 
TEAMS AUTOMATICALLY league. By dropping the· team 
now, the A.B.A. strengthened 
QUALIFY .FOR THE PLAY- itself by getting rid of a w~ak 
OFFS! So now the A.B.A. is link and improving competition. 
saying, "the regular season Nine strong teams should pro- -
means nothing." vide the nine year old league 
Bring Back The Old SyStem with its best season ever. Now 
During different periods ot 
the N.B;A.'s struggling years in 
thP. 1940's and 50's it also had the 
problem of only four teams in a 
division. They solved their 
dilemma by only admitting three 
teams from each division to post 
season play. __ The post season set 
all they have to do is add some 
credibility to their playoff 
svstem. 
As promised last week here 
are our basketball predictions 
(Hockey next week)'; 
-The top four seeded clubs caught the Saints' -defense sleep- with 5:17 remaining in the 
won in the opening round, as was ing and scored easily. . Klecha contest, Colgate's Maggie Mon-
expected. #1 seeded Brockport scored her second· goal in the taigned · score_d ~ff of a short 
defeated Oneonta 1-0 on a first match to make th'e final score corner shot to tie- the score. 
half goal by Cheryl Clifton. No. 2 seem like a rout.· . Ithaca then domin/lted the play 
Cortland demolished Cornell by a · The four victors entered the for.,.the next four minutes but 
score of 8-2. · Nancy McDonald semi-fmal round and the four could not get the ball past Raider 
and Joan Mincio scored two goals losers. entered the consolation goalie, Ann Scott. With about 
apiece as Cortland scored four round. Cortland St. played one minute left. Colgate finally 
goals in each half. In the third Brockport St. in the first round got the ~all ovez: the midfield line 
game of the first round, Colgate of the semis. . Brockport out- and started one last assault on 
jumped off to a 4-0 lead over scored their opponent 3-1 in the Shikowitz. 'fhe defense concen-
William Smith and breezed to 4-2 first half but surrended three trated on the ball as the player 
victory. Maggie Montaigne and· goals in the second half while too!dt down the left side.- Sandy 
Jill Nicholson scored two goals only tallying once. Cortland's Bank snuck into t~e ~ddle of the 
apiere for the victors. Joan Bellissimo scored twice in zone as the defense drifted to the 
In the final match of the the fmaJ _eleven minutes of the left side. All of a sudden, Baur 
round, Ithaca College defeated contest including the tieing goal had the ball on her stick and 
St. Lawrence by a score of 5-0. with onlyt en seconds left. there was no one around her 
The score does not really show , Because of the deadlock, the except for a wide open net. Baur 
how close the match was. Ithaca tabulation of penalty shots was· fired the ball-into the net with 12 up woulrl'look something like this 
if it were setup in the A.B.A. 
today: 
N.B.A. Pacific only managed to score once in required. This category re- seconds remaining in the game. 
the first half as Dee Dee Mayes vealed that Cortland had 19 The Bombers were stunned over 
A.B.A. Standings (Predicted Order of Atlantic 
Finish] 
1 Buffalo 
1 L.A. 
2 Golden State 
3 Portland 
tallied the goal. Prior to t_he · · · compared to 7 for Brockport. this heartbreaking loss. Col-
goal, the Bombers had a goal · Cortland now went to the final gate's victory enabled them to 
play Cortland in the final. IC 
now went on to face Brockport 
for third place. 
1 Kentucky 2 Boston 4 Seattle 
2 New York 3 Philadelphia 5 Phoenix 
3 St. Louis 4 New York 
4 Virginia A.B.A. 
Central 
1 Denver East 
2 Indiana _ 1 Washington 
3 San Antonio 2 Cleveland 1 Kentucky__ 
Parents Weekend 
Football Game· 
4 S D' 3 New Orleans 2 New York an . iego By Peter J · Talbot Offensively Saturday, with 5 Utah 4 Houston 3 St. Louis 
Playoffs 5 Atlanta 4 Virginia regular quarterback, Jerry 
This Saturday is- Parent's Boyes out with an injury. Ithaca 
(Series "A") N.Y. vs. St. Louis, W Weekend at Ithaca College, and will be lead by Frank Caulfield 
(Series ''B") San Antonio vs. MidweSt eSt the Bombers are anticipating a and assisted by reserves Scott 
Indiana, (Series "C") Series A Th d N · .,,.. · 1 Kansas City 1 Denver large crowd at South Hill Field on an · UllZIO I' az10. 
winner vs. Kentucky, (Series Th B b tl 2 Milwaukee 2 San Antonio for their game against the e om ers are presen Y 
"D") Series B winner vs. Denver, 16 gu1 • 3 Ch" o 3 Indiana Hobart College Statesmen. on a game re ar season wm 
(Final Series) Series C winner 4 De~C:01 t 4 Utah Hobart enters the game with a streak and have won all of their 
vs. Series D winner. 5 San Diego 5-2 record and a fullback who will .six contests this ye_ar. They have 
The- third place finishers of be trying to break the Hobart out-scored the opponeri~ 195 to 
each division would rlash against rushing record Rich KowalskT, a _ 12 and have been ranked m three 
the_ sec~nd _place_ clubs in _ the •• aau11aaaaa11iu11aaau11.n1111au, senior needs 'only 98 yards t?'"'different polls. Ithaca has ·been 
§:::: · I F E:::: . break 'the career mark. How- ranked number one in Lambert 
ever, the Bombers have the Bowl balloting, significan_t ~f 
number three defensive unit in supremacy of eastern coUege · 
the country against the run, foot~all ~- d~v!s!on thre.e. . 
• • allowing only 73 yards per game. Nationally m dIV1s1on three, the 
• YO u \VE MI ss ED ~ T • Thusfar the lthacans have shut- Bombers rank number two be-
: · : out fou; of their six opponents, hiJ!? ~ittenburg an~ · -~ a poll 
:. - . 
0 0 0 
: blanking the last three teams. which includes all d1v1S1?n· two 
: : Co-captain, Larry Czarnecki says and thr~ schools, Ithaca 1s rated 
: 11 : that the defensive goal for the twelve. : HER f S TH E : rest of the season is to finish up So' this Saturday ~thaca 
: -:- their last two games, against ColJege students and numero~s 
: : Hobart and RIT, without being parents, will be at South Hill 
: : scored on. Field to witness the game. 
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, Meanwhile in the consola-
tion round, Oneonta . defeated 
Cornell .in sudden death because 
both the score and corner shots 
were tied between the teams. 
Oneonta forced Cornell to com-
mit a penalty in the offensive 
circle and Wl!S awarded the 
victory. · St. Lawrence defeated 
William Smith to.gain the right 
. to Oneonta in the consolation 
final. 
That completed the action 
for Friday. The first match on 
Saturday was to determine the 
consolation winner. Oneonta's 
Renee Beteille scored three goals _ 
to lead her team to a 3-2 victory 
over St. Lawrence. All of the 
scoring- took place in the. fU"st 
half. - Oneonta was awarded the 
crown of consolation winner. 
ln t_he _second game Satur-
day was for third place. Ithaca 
scored at the 20:40 mark of the 
first half to take a 1-0 lead._ Even 
thc,ugh "Satch" Alger scored, the 
goal was set up by the fine play 
or -Tina Klecha. . It only took 
. Brockpc,rt . eight minutes to tie 
the score. Candy Leonard put a 
rebound past Goaltender Joan 
Shikowitz. Two minutes later, 
_ Brockport's -~_baron Greenwood 
shot a bouncing ball that hopped 
over Shikowitz's · outstretched 
leg. But the Brockport goaltend-
er could not stand the lead and · 
gave up a goal that she should 
have · stopped. - With thirty 
seconds left in the half, there was 
a scramble· in front of the · 
Brockport net~ The goalie dove 
for the ball and completely 
missed it, . leaving Dee Dee 
Mayes all alone in--~ont or the . 
goal. There w~ no scoring in the . 
final stanza so the match ended 
in a 2-2 tie:- Ithaca was awarded 
third place because they had 14 
short corner shots compared to -
-- theµ- opponents' 9. - -. 
' · · The scene was now. set for 
· the championship ~me. In one __ 
of- tlie -,most·. -physical . games' 
played this:·year, Colgate ~p~gitd 
the scoring at the eight ·min't1te 
mark. . J_ane ,Savage· capitalized· 
·on a_ l!hort eorner penalty shot. i CollegetoWn . · ·. }'" ' ~ _.~z.:y i'lll!·t:.=~- ·-~ ..,- .. , .. I . ~· l · ·c~tinued on pag~ 15. 
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F·or Winter 
: ' ) 1"'; L j } ': ! I ~ 
ByGeorge~ 
,The Womens' Varsity Ten~ 
nis team, coached by Iris Carnell, 
wound up the year with· a 6-4 . 
record. In their final match, 
the_y were swamped by Colgate 
6-1. Ithaca competed without 
three of their starting players 
due to either injury or illness, 
although Wendy Marx played 
with illness. C.oach Carnell had 
to use a new douJ,Ies combination 
and she ~ed the depth-in their· 
singles game. · 
~ Carnell is quick to 
point out that three out of the 
four losses.were by scores of 4-3. 
All of these matches went down 
to the wire. The coach said, "We 
·1iad a gooo team overall. . We 
used three. freshmen and one 
sophomore throughout the 
year." Next year the team will 
have four Seniors. The team lost 
only two seniors this year. Sue 
Finberg and Betsy Doom will be 
lost to the team next year. 
Coach Carnell also said, "We 
\Yere lucky to have had only one _ 
match that had to be 
rescheduled." 
The overall squad had a 
fairly successful year. -They went 
the farthest of any New York 
State team in the Eastern 
Regionals, finishing a strong 11. 
third in the State Tournament. 
They also have one of the top 
doubles team, Sally and Sue 
Williams, in the set. The 
Williams sisters went to the 
semi-finals in the Easterns and 
lost in the finals of the State 
tournament. The team won five 
in a row after losing its opening 
match. The team displayed a 
respectable. showing this year 
and should be commended on it. 
Zorba's 
- • ""r,- ,,.,. 
· :~~Field Hockey_ 
'"• ~ 
. . . . ~ -
were ver.y· clos4i in talent as the 
final scores indicate. There were 
four tie.<J and· three matches that 
· were decided by one goal. 
[continueclfrom page 14) Ithaca College coach, Doris 
· . · . . Kostrinsky, felt that it was a 
Joan Be1liss1D1o tied the match close tournament with the over-
whep she ~eflected a. hard sh~t · all play good. Kostrinsky felt 
~~- th:e nm of the circle to tie· that the match between her team 
the score ~t 1'. . and Colgate' was the best one of 
In the second half, it seemed .the entire competition. She cited 
that Colgate goaltender Ann her goalie Joan Sbikowitz as 
Scott was the only ~d I_taider one of th; many players ~ho 
that came to. Yav1ts Field. performed well. Shikowitz gave 
Cortland dommated · the play up the least amount of goals by 
· throughout the stanza. · Colgate goaltenders who competed this 
was lucky ~hen two Cortland weekend. Kostrinsky was 
goals were disallowed. The first pleased by the play of __ her 
goal was cancelled beca1:15e the forward line and halfbacks. The 
referee dropped her whistle as defense came through defensive-
she was ~ady to call the ball ly but as the coach said;"lhey did 
out-of-bounds and the other not clear the ball to the forwards 
beca1!5e of an-offside call. If it enough." _ 
w~n t for Scott, Cortlan~ would · - Ithaca College has decided 
have ~on by 4-or 5 ~~als m~ad not to participate in the Eastern 
of bemg held to a ~le. Cortland Regional tournament. The Bom-
w~ declared the wmner because. hers hav~ three games remaining 
the! had 22 short corner shots · ontheir schedule. Today (Thurs-
while Colgate was only awarded day) they travel to Colgate on 
9. Co~d ~ad a 16 . to 5 Saturday, they travel to One~nta 
advantage m this category: m the to take on Springfield. The team 
second half. Cortl~d won the finish the season with a home 
well plafed and excitmg tourna· match against Bucknell next 
ment thIS year but there was no Tuesday 
dominating team. All the teams · 
Bombers On '~ross/ire" 
Five Cornell University stu- "Crossfire Ithaca" is a que$t-
dents under the supervision of ion and answer game show, 
Prof. Royal D. Colle .and the fashioned much like the college 
Cornell Radio and Television · bowl or high school bowl games 
. Workshop have produced Ith- of the past. Each "?'eek, 2 teams 
aca's first local game show,· comprised of 3 persons each will 
"Crossfire Ithaca". It is sched- , comp~te for fame, glory and a 
uled to run for ten week~ on / beautiful trophy. Premiere night 
WCIC cable channel 2. Premiere I featurer,1' u. hard fought contest 
night for the show is Tuesday between the undefeated, number 
evening, November 4th at 8:00 one ranked Ithaca. College Bomb· 
pm. "Crossfire Ithaca" repre- ers football team and the ruth-
sents a bold attempt by 5 Cornell. less Cornell .\7omen's Ice Hockey 
seniors, Gary Papa, Liz Carter, team. Appearing for the Bomb-
Tom Bush, Art McMannus and ers will .be Center ·George 
Craig Wander', to provide enjoy- Buckholz, offensive receiver Jim 
ably and. entertaining program- ·Rodenbush and full back Alan 
ing on a local community interest -Howell. 
level. Any segment of the Ithaca "Crossfire Ithaca" could 
Couimunity will have a chance to very well set a new trend in the 
appear.. mood and effort of local televi-
f sion programming. 
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Icemer,, Sharpening 
' 
Their Skates For Season 
By Peter J. Tolbot 
The Ithaca College Bomber 
icemen have been holding try-
outs and practice for about 2 
' weeks at Cornell's· Lynah Rink. 
Head Coach Al McCormack in his 
first season, acquired the top 
spot from brother Wilfred. 
Approximately 50 students 
showed up Oct. 19 for the first 
-day. 'l'he squad is currently · 
about 30 men and will be 
trimmed to around 22 before the 
season opener Dec. 3rd at West 
Point against Army. Last year 
Ithaca beat the Cadets 4-1 in a 
thrilling game at Lynah. The 
team bas several returning vet-
erans which includes the dazzling 
Entrees 
John Mouradian in the nets. 
Defenseoien 'back from last 
year's squad are co-captain AI 
Howell, Jack Henry and a pair 
who were freshmen last Yll,llr but 
still saw plenty of ice time, Rob 
Olsep and Steve St. Amant. 
There are plenty of fine 
forwards returningrthey are Joe 
Campo, Chip Chichetti, Dave 
Birmingham, Kim Eaton, Bo 
Jackson, Chuck Joynt, Brian 
Healy, Rich Murphy, and Jeff 
Knisely. 
Judging by the enthusiasm 
shown by the players the Bomb-
ers, and the number of veterans 
returning it should prove to be a 
good season. 
Resfaura~t 
'--------'=. 526 W. State St. l'.ioassaka - a favorite Greek casserole or ground sirloin and eggplant 
. topped with bech~mel sauce .•..•...•...•..•..•..............•...•••••......•....•..•.....•.... 3.50 
Monday 7am-9pm 
Tuesday 7am-3om 
Wednesday~ Sunday 7am-9pm 
. Appetizers 
Taramosalata - imported red caviar whipped to a fine pate 
PastUslo - delicately spiced ground sirloin and noodles 
topped with bechamel sauce and baked ............•.........•.•............................ 3.00 
Spanakotlroplta - a combination dish or S(!inach and feta cheese pie .................... 2.10 
Hereao Port - cooked with celeries .....•....••..•..••........................................... 2.75 
KoltklDlsto - lamb oooked with its own sauce with roasted potatoes ..................... 3.50 
with olive oil and lemon ... _ •••.....•.••.•..•••••.•....•...••••......•......•••••.•..•.• ; ••.•••••• 1•25 p h · s ,. i.th 4 80 
orter oase ten .. - w potatoes ..•.•............•..................•............................ . 
Sahanaki - cass';ri cheese sauteed in butter ·and gently fried .....•................... _. ..... 1.85 
Dolmadakla Yalantzl - small, tender grapevine leaves stuffed &Y">C>O:<>ocv:,c:,,c:,o-<>oa n,o c;::: r::v,.....,_<><>c>«:"M"'c:v:v::><::,C>O,~ 
with rice and mint : ....•.. ·•••·•·····.··•· ...•...•......•............•.•.....•..................•... 1.25 
Zorba's - combination Greek appetizers .~ ..... _,.. .....••.••.......• ~ •....•.••..•.......•..•..•.... 2. 75 
Sa'lads 
Greek Salad - a decor or feta cheese, Greek olives, peppers, tomato and_ 
cucumber seasoned with oil, vinegar and herbs ...•.••.••.••••.••••••.•..••.••..•..••••... 2 ,10 
I 
HorlaUkt - the traditional.Greek salad or tomatoes, onions, 
cucumbers and olive oil •.....•......••.•••...•.••.••••••..•••••••..•••••..•......••••...••••..•• 1.95 
Domatosalata - fresh tomatoes and'onions with olive oil ·······:···················: .. ·•·••• 1.50 
Tzat;;;-1 .:_ a refreshing ble~d or cucumber, yogurt·and garlic •...••..•...•.•..••••.•••••.••• 1~30 
. ~orba's Special 
.. 
Zorba's Special - an .assortmeot·of traditional Greek ~isbes _ 
mcluding_ moussaka, pastitsio, -stuffed viqe leaves and tzatziki ·······:············_·· 4.50 
Thalassi~a (Sea Fo,a#). 
• ;' • -. • 1· 'f: . 
,, / . - - -. ' -
BacaUaro - (fresh c;od Cish) boneless, serve_d -witb our garUc sauce ~ ........... ~ •• ~ ....... 2,35 
• -- ~ 'h'' ' • ' . . ' ' - - . ' ~ 
Desserts 
Baklava ..i finely ground almonds and walnuts wrapped in a thin spice crust .............. 85 
Rlzogalo - our srflcial recipe for rice pudding .................................................... 55 
Bev-er ages 
Coffee, Tea, Sanka ...........•.....•. 25 Imported Greek Coffee .....•......... 85 
Sort Drinks .. , .......•.• 30 
,' 
L~ukoum.ades. witb.,hone1 ~····~··:· 1.50 
Loutouniades witb.sausagei· •••••• 2.25 
Loukoumades witit'bam .:~:· • .-.: •.• 2.30 
- I 
Loutoumades with bacon •••••••• 2 ,20 
Loukoumades with eggs •••••••••• !.90 
,,, 
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~ 
CHATEAU BOTTLED 
197J°Cbateau Palsnier-, 
St. Estephe --, 
1972 Chateau ,annal 
lussa,-St. Emirt0n 
1971 Chateau Roe · . 
laillade-Medo« 
1971 Clmteau des 
«irottes-St. Emir.on 
Your 219 -· 
Choice . . 24 oz. 
ONLY . __ -
Mix or ~atch .a case and save an 
additional 10%. ~ 
' 
limitnl Time o,,;, 
1973 
Northside Seledien 
BEAUJOLAIS 
orPINOT 
CHARDONNAY MACON 
Onlv 11_~4oL -
Mill or Match a case and save an 
additional 10%. 
. 
flour CIIOite. 
RUFFO 
ValpofaceDa, 
$one or Banlolino 
.. 13-9 · - -· 
·raow · -·· 
Oil Y . -- ~~ 24 O!~ 
One of-the great wine· values from 
Italy. Mill or.Match a case and save 
10% . 
, - . 
_ A 9.0ft semi~d;y mellow red-wine 
' . .,. . . 
-· , 
- -- .. 
- Serve chilled 
-:;.... -
ONLY 99~- :.l402a -
' Limit 6 bottles per-customer 
' . .. . 
at tttis low, low price 
--
- -
, 
·-
... 
l~ed from Portugal 
-- -FAISCA·ROSE; 
.... ·~. '•;r·:,-·_ ... 
C 
Asemi-clryrose. S.,Vechllecl -
. ·-
' 
$ave an additional 10% by purcllasing a·case. 
, 1,12· 
CHATUU. PIN FRANC · -
4- cleli!httal dry red Bordeau• 
:::: 1 ~49-2401. 
1,12··_ 
CROZES~HERMITACil·. 
. . a fuD bodied dry. ied ._ •ine . : · 
- ~~" O~lY 2:49 24 oz, 
, .. -:: ,. -~ · ___ ,-::., .. ·._';.,~·:· ... -'·.·~~-·. 
·,..,_ 
-
-· - I 
,, 
' 
--
-
- -
.. 
--
GBMAI IKIOIALS 
ON SALE! -, 
--
-
1· 7·9 _ 23 01.. ' 
·-
-
These are all Northside selections· 
and f'el)resent ,.11,astic wine values. 
- SAVE E)'EN. MORE Piir~hase a 
·· · case anct_sa've an additional-10.%. 
,,..,.. w,. , •• , 
,_ 
1974 
llrdasiMSelectien 
MUSCAN'( •r. -
VOUVRAJ.·--
- .-. ·, 
-~ OILY 1 •• 24;,;; 
-- -· 
. Mix or,Match a case and save an 
additional 10%. 
.._rthside~Selectfea · -
·- _.,. . .,...., 
,_ - LIEBFRAUMILCH:. 
·,· 
230Z.· __ 
. ' ,,/' 
J 
